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with these men again.
N'o one regrets more
deeply than do
I the deplorable state of political af- - j
fairs In the country at the present j
time, but the fight that is being made
must continue and continue more vis-orously rather than less vigorously,
for it is a question of principle, a question of morals, a question of right and
wrong and such questions cannot be
compromised.

j

WE ARE

WHOLLY OF

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

i

j

MORALS

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
"

HUlf

UULOIIUH

PREPARED

;

THERE

Ducks, Oysters, Extra Taney Holly, Wreaths,
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CANNING FACTORV
FOR LIVE DEMING
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i
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j

POWER

WANTS $5,000
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IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

a

i

j

Ander-sonvill- e

-

The Denver & Rio Grande

j

RAILROAD COMPANY.

first-clas-

THESE DAYS OF MODEWN METH

N

Electricity plays a most ImporThe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home end why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Cloud light
that Is easy on the eyes Is very much to be

Deming, N. M., Dec. 2C The first
day of the Christmas week sports be-- j
Ban
afternoon.
and
Wednesday
brought forth a very large crowd of
hijrhlv."
people from the various parts of the ito(Signed)
V. 51. TATK5L
state. The sports are being held a
lAltovo iihliroviatcd: nton on nMjuesl.i
Kekmiin's Alterative h;i;$ lieiui proven by
short distance southwest of the high
to
mol ef
;uiiiiy yonrs'
school building where an opportunity
seven1 Throat mid I.unir A (Tcvt jnu,
Kronen in AntJiiiiti.
Stubborn
is presented to have the pony races.' firomliilfs.
'olds
ml in upliulldiiuf
the system,
f'onti'ins nn inircnties. poisons or
the burro roping contest and other
Ask for booklet telling
tlrturc
sports including the tournament race.
f recover le.
jmhI
write to Keknifio
I
for
alioratory, I'liiladelpliin,
A great deal of interest is being man- till Wfidlnif ilrui(ttB
wile
hv
For
ifested in the event, and the town is
,rd by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa
unusually full of strangers.
Dr. A. Ward Miller, the tree and
prospective buyers from Day
soil specialist who transplanted the showing
t n, Ohio, about the city and valley,
giant trees that decorated the world's ft ml all express themselves as much
fair grounds at Chicago is in the city
pleased with the outlook.
for a few weeks giving care and
tention to local yards and trees upon

u i..C S
U.B
ilUeresting lecture to a large body of
AS A HEART BALM
corporations Taft was elected on a ,(armerB who are illtere8ted in tree
the trust plank of winch was
,
platform
h
d
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
Grove City, Pa., Dec, 26. Mrs.Mlr-andiuuu0.
numbers of fruit trees. One develop
CERRILLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
The Republican party ment company is planning to set out
"Trusts:
Phillips, Gii years old, brought
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
passed the Sherman anti trust law for next year's growth about 3000 suit today against Isaac Hilkirk, 76, a
over Democratic opposition and en- trees, mostly pears and apples.
civil war veteran and prominent reANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
forced it after Democratic dereliction.
Arno Leopold is home from the Uni- sident, for $5,000 damages, charging
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
It has been a wholesome instrument versity of New Mexico to spend the him with breach of promise.
Hilkirk is the father of a large fam
for good jn the hands of a wise and Christmas holidays.
fearless administration. But exper
John D. Best, capitalist of Colorado, ily. During the civil war he spent
two years as a prisoner in the
ience has shown that its effectiveness nas bp?11
Bpeuding several
days in
stockade.
can ut' blieiiKiiieiifu uiiu lis real uu- this
in
es
mind
the
vicinity, having
In the bill filed by Mrs. Phillips she
jjects better attained by such amend- - tablishlng of a large modern canning
declared that last summer the aged
ments as will give to the federal gov-- i
factory to handle peas, beans, toma widower made love with all the ardor
ernment greater supervision and con-- t ioes
and everything that can be
of a youth.
troi over, and secure greater publicity
profitably canned. Mr. Best is a man
On August 25 last, according to the
In, the management of that class of who is
familiar with the
thoroughly
corporations engaged in interstate best methods of scientific canning. He widow, Hilkirk proposed and was acThe wedding was set for Occommerce having power and opportu is
thoroughly impressed with the. cepted.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
some time previous to
nity to effect monopolies."
Mimbres valley as the proper place for tober 15, but
This particular plank was debated profitable growing of vegetables that that date Hllkirk's love suddenly grew
all over this country Bryan and his can be canned for the southwestern cold and he ceased his attentions, givFROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
followers attacking it savagely, Tafr market. It is his intention to erect a ing no reason therefor.
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
The case will be tried in the May
one'
his followers, includ.ng Governor fine fire proof building in close prox-TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
of the Mercer county court.
term
it
Hughes, defending
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
strongly. The imily to the railroads so that the
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
plank was adopted by an overwhelm' trackage facilities can be a factor in
QUEER TALE" FROM
Ing vote of the people, which meant the shipping of the products.
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
It is
ANIMAL KINGDOM.
that Mr. Taft and his administration his purpose to have everything in
BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
No it Is not water; it is fat. The
vere commute:! to adopting it ami operation by the time that the canning
PACIFIC RY COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDcommon belief, that water is Btored
LAND RY.i FLORENCE
carrying it out; but In place of doing season opens. Mr. Best is very enthu- in
& CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIthe camel's extra hump is based
this
Ihe
administration
deliberTaft
over
siastic
the prospects and post-RY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.
on the general knowledge that he can
ately endorsed Mr. Bryan's 50 per bilities of Demlng, and freely mako3
cent segregation idea and proceeded the predictions that it will be one of go a very long time without either
FARES
to put it in force, with all the chaos the great cities of the southwest. In food or drink; this is because the
s
One
fare for the round trip to all points on the
camel is a native to the desert; in
and disturbance to business that lias this connection It Is interesting
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
to two
respects it is logically fitted for
followed.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
'note that the two nrivate nnnnlntr fjtp- - the work
on the desert; its feet are
made by the use of one first class fare for the round
toin
on
tories
Mr.
The
this
which
Taft
to
Pueblo
platform
up
vicinity
putting
trip
webbed and expansive so that It traor Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
t
was elected had a plank on the tariff matoes exclusively have made a
on loose sand. It can convels
success this year, and both will tract easily
that began as follows:
its nostrils so that it can breathe
Dales of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th and 3 1st, 913, and Jan. 1st, 1914.
a
conduct
much
for
business
larger
"The Republican party declares unin a sandstorm which often is fatal to
the ensuing year.
Return Limit, January Sth, 1914.
human being and all other auir""'
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N.-244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,
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jno pledge in the platform that the WU11U1 io
tariff would be revised downwards: water bearing stratum being 49 feet.
LATH, CEMENT,
that the plank simply read that it was The company has at the present time LUMBER,
to be revised. The Winona speech fol-- j 1:1 fully equipped pumping plants sufWINDOWS, DOORS
lowed and the people immediately ficient for watering at least iOOO
realized that the administration had acres. They have twenty more wells
deliberately broken faith on the tariff completed ready for the installation of AND MOULDING
the pumps. In order to make things
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think
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where he has been transacting
Taft. Some other candidate must be Fe, busines
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
before the United States
legal
found or the Republican party would
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SANTA FE, N. M.
be overwhelmingly defeated and the
The H. M. R. Land company are
Democrats would be in power. Indications appeared everywhere that Mr.
Roosevelt was desired by the rank and
(INCORPORATED)
file of the Republican party. Primaries that were held in great northern Republican states were overHEADQUAH-TEBwhelmingly in favor of Mr. Roosevelt.
Mr. Roosevelt's nomination was deLUMBER OF EVERV DESCRIPTION.
feated by the committee that has been
in session this week in Washington
and that so openly confessed its sins.
If Mr. Roosevelt had been nominated
Shingles, Cement,
Roofing and Buildof course he would have been elected
is
Delicacies
Our line of
and we would not be confronted with
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ing
the difficulties the country is today
ever
complete we
facing. Therefore, it is undeniably
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true that the Taft administration with
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GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
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olates, 35c to $2.50 per box.
of the Republican party, but fri the
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
our Business Solicited.
chaotic conditions existing in this
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
country today.
GREENS We will have a full Ine of Holly and Holly and ImmorPhone 100 and 35 W.
telles Wreaths,
Holly in bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
It has always been a rule of mine in
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
etc.
business to believe in people, to trust
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These men who have met in WashMRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.
ington are hoping and trusting that
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the country is going to go from bad to
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
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worse; that men by the thousands
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'The West Point of the Southwest.
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Roosevelt left, the White House with
u united Republican party.
In 1908
Taft was nominated in Chicago on a
platform that was clear and distinct.
Definite, pledges to the people were
made, but no sooner did he and his as
sociates begin to do business in AVash '
ingtou than they began to go back on
their platform and failed to keep
their promises to the. people. For in- -
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OF EVENTS.

By GEORGE

Weak Lungs Often
Lead to Serious Illness

:

FOLLOW-

OPLE

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ASK FOR TICKETS

-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

one-wa-

j

The

very-grea-

1

ff

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

I

Best

TEff"

TtfUK

East
or

it

I

EUGENE FOX,

G. F. &

P, Agt.t El Paso, Texas.

1

1

J.

Lumber and Transfer Co.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

Day or Night Phone,
Next Door to Postoffice.

110 Main.

1

XMAS - XMAS

POB

Plaster,
Materials

AGENTS

Xmas

have
the city.
"
are

most
means the best
the "

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

this year

HOLIDAY

the

had, and that
are listing

-

high-hande-

CHRISTMAS

ONE AND

ONE-THIR-

RATES
FARE

D

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

;

j

d

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

A.T.&S.F.R.R.

A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
Return Limit,
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914.

January 5th, 1914.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

tea-Io-

Guarantee Quality and

That

Store!

Everything

MODERN

COMPANY.

I TEACHERS 3j

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip besold at rate of one and
tween all points in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princisaid school.
pal of the school, showing attendance at
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
1914.
one-thir-

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

cata-agu-

THE

NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

con-eres- s

j

IN

Santa Fe,

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,
New Mexico.

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

26,

ELEPHANTS RULE THEIR CREWS

j

A

QUAINT

OF THE WORLD'S

QUEER PEOPLE.

I
By Kdwiu J. Dingle.)
In the teak forests of Asia, where
man cannot work in tin; atrociously

malarial areas, mounter elephants taenia place take the place even of machinery. Without the elephant vast
leak forests could not be touched.
What we in the west would require

1

SANTA GLAUS HAD HIS FUN TEASING
ALL MEMBERS OF THE SANTA FE QLUB

new juice on tap

BIG

s

FOR THE HON. W. J. B.

WITH AN IRON CHAIN,
CUSTOMS

PAGE THREB
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BUSINESS OUT
CAUSE

RUIN
TO
Washington, Dec, 2fi. AYashington
has discovered a new dinner beverage!
Mr. MeGtbbou my black horse. When ot his o n in Heine", said lie speukSanta Clans visiled the Santa
which has eclipsed grape juice even
er.
club between the hours of M and 11 Ihe animal was returned black was the
OF THE
DEMOCRATIC ADMINISTRjiu the estimation of the Secretary of o'clock last night, left u present for only characteristic left of my stepItriaii II. Dunne was given
niaState. This novelty of a dinner menu each member and a card with sonic per." Frank Minroii was awarded a chine to knock and Francis C. W ilson
ATIONTHE EVIDENCE ABUNDANT
'
is the direct result of much thought by
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The Santa Clnus function was re-- many (not all) were niystineo
members, received toy which to enable them to comply na"Jim" wore it the est
driving yesterday smashed into a served until 10 n. m. to insure a full its significance
horns; .1. II. Crist would have re- the new law which will compel
wall and was wrecked at Barnes, a house. As the clubmen and guests be- rest of the evening,
tional banks to become subscribing!
southwestern suburb of London.
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reserve associations,
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"If
Money for the People.
plan some forty odd accounting operSuit Yourself," says City.
ations would be replaced by a postage
stamj, real estate owned by the conn
Rabies would he replaced by
already owned by the government, profits on franchise value would
be eliminated, and in consequence
rates would probably drop to a cent
a word or less for telegrams sent
by
the public. Twelve cents for twelve
j words is the New Zealand rate under
ownership, and it is the prevailing
rate among civilized nations of the
world; our nation being practically the
only civilized nation so far behind the
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One Elephant Carrying a Big Teak Log to the Pile.

enormous cranes and elevators for, is
done in Burma with absolute facility
and without any fuss whatever by ele- phants.
In many cases they require no supervision whatever. In a gang of say
five or six, there is one elephant who
Is head a sort of foreman. He does
no work, in the sense of pulling teak.
He carries in his trunk a length of
chain, and his business is to direct
the others and see that they keep at
their work. And he does his duty

j

and gets no drink. He has o wait for
the lunch bell for that. And when the
hmeU Unl.,e js hea,.d
nothlng 0n
earth will make the elephants continue their work they drop at once
whatever they may have had in their
trunks, and scamper off to get their
food.
On other fields, however, where the
work is not so old, the elephants are
in charge of Indians.
This is hov the elephant works: In

well.
approaching a pile from which he has
If one ot the troop gets out of line to take his plank he twists his mighty
or shirks his work for any reason, he trunk about it, and pulls it over until
has a bad time of it. The "foreman he is able to get a hold In the middle
chases him, lashes the offender's thick He then plods slowly to wherever it is
hide with the chain, nnd gets him back required, rests it down, pulls it ovet
hia
in line. The offender takes his pun-- until he can get leverage with
ishment as a culprit should, and goes j trunk at the front, and then with enor-owith his work uncomplainingly, j nious strength pushes it into position.
Teak wood is used when the very
One elephant may want a drink be- tween meals, but he is promptly test timber is essential notably in
the making of cruisers and shipbuildshown that this is against the regulations he is Hogged with the chain ing generally.
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It's the Syrup that Makes Good
It's usually the taste of the maple syrup that
makes folks smack their lips over buckwheat
cakes. Good maple syrup makes good buckwheat and other breakfast cakes. When you use
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Solitaire,

d

Maple Syrup

A

the cakes are twice as delicious. For Solitaire Syrup
is made of the best maple sap that flows.
" The Beat the Grocer Can Deliver."
THE MOREY MERCANTILE
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CO., Denver, Colo.

FOR RENT TO ALL COMERS!

V

post-offic-

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

,

j

$5.00

;

form.
j

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Premier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine If you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the
purchase.gT;
good

J

SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

j

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
REMINGTON

One Month, $3.00

!'

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

.JS!bJm&i?

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

Paragon Ribbons

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized at the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(

Ill

South Fourth St.

Incorporated

)

Phone Main 674.

section of Seattle's new municipal
waterfront and President of Port Gen.
H. M. Chittenden, who is directing the
work.
A

By E. O. SAWYER.

Albuquerque, N. M.

(Staff Special)
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 26. "For rent
to all comers: Wharfs, clocks, warehouses, grain elevators, lumber yard

storage rooms and motor
boat landings. Apply to the People.
This is the answer of King county
quesand Seattle to the
tion: "Is the Pacific coast ready to
handle the sea trade that will come
through the Panama canal?"
City and county joined to go into
business on the water front under the
name ot the Tort of Seattle.
Two great docks for general ship
ping have been completed, two more
still larger, are under way, and otherB
have been planned. A. fish dock has
been built and a cold storage plant of
several thousand tons capacity is in
course of construction.
Not content with supplying wharves,
the people have gone into every line
of the wharfage and warehouse business. Immense tracts of land on the
water front, held by the people, have
been laid out for grain elevators nnd
other warehouses, plans for which are
complete. Some of these are for the
salmon trade and one will be fitted
with a refrigeration plant for fruit.
The American Hawaiian line will
occupy a public pier. The government
of the
will probably use a portion

"t sites, cold

.

docks for 11 stiansjiuil ot-- i ice. One
of the largest lumber docks on the
coast will be built here and the principal base for Alaska trade will also
be located here.
Bonds for this work are being voted

by the peoule as fast as needed.
With part of its plant ready for use,
the Port of Seattle is now going out
after business. Low charges and good
facilities is the argument offered ship-

...

Hamilton Fyfe, correspondent
of the London Mail, stopped in Wash-- I
ington on his way from Mexico to
London.
Mr. Fyfe penetrated to the
actual center of conliict in Mexico,
was in Monterey when it was besieged and taken, was three times under
arrest by rebels and federals, and Interviewed Carranza, Villa and Huerta.
If. is his
opinion, expressed to your
correspondent, that there is no answer
to the problem except a world inter-- j
vention like that in the case of the
lloxer uprising in China. He believes
the world powers would be willing to
guarantee that they would withdraw
and that no territorial rights would
be acquired and that thus there would
be no violation of the letter or spirit
of the Monroe
doctrine. Mr. Fyfe
found the federals thoroughly disorganized. He said that the Huerta officers, in explaining why they did not
put up a better resistance, declared
that the revolutionists attacked them
in open order, and that they could not
figh them tn open order because if the
officers permitted the men to deploy,
they would run away, and the officers
could not lead them for fear they
would be shot in the back.
.Mr.

pers, and the financial inducement is:
"If we haven't got what you want
we'll rent you a cite and let you build
to suit yourself."
All these projects are being carried
ahead under direction of General H. M.
During the last year 190,000 cases
Chittenden, president of the Port of
Seattle. The other members of the of uncinariasis were treated In the
port are Robert Bridges and C. E. Island of Porto Rico, the same being
Great progress Is reportRemsborg.
ed in wiping out this disease.
NOTICE TO TAX PAYERS.
Work for the New Mexican. It !
The tax rolls have been delivered to
me and I am prepared to collect and working for you, for Santa Fa and
th new state.
receipt for all taxes. Please note that
the quicker the taxes are paid, the
less will be the penalty.
CELSO LOPEZ,
,
County Treasurer.
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For quick results,
little "WANT."
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FRENCH CAPITAL

REMAINS AT 122 POUNDS
think I cannot make 122 pounds ring-never weiith more than 17
side.
and more often 124. This talk of me
weighing 130 is pure bunk."
Basing my opinion upon Kilbuue's
statement. J cannot believe he Intends
to risk
just to get matches,
lite may gtvj- - away weight to some
fitnt.ers, but when it comes to a chainpionship fight you will find Johnny
scaling 122 pounds and he won't be in
man.
ja hurry to take on a
Kilbane never received the credit
he deserced as featherweight chain-lie whipped Abe Attell when
pion.
many thought Abe. was going back. If
this was true then, what, right has
Attell to meet Kilbane again? Surely
he has not so much chance to win
from the Cleveland shadow as he had
two years ago, for Kilbane is 25 per
cent better than when he won the title.
There are few featherweights lu the
country who can class with Kilbane,
although some who make a poor show-lug in short bouts might do better
TOM' S. ANDREWS,
over the long route.
Fistic
The Noted
Authority.
(ieorge Chaney of Baltimore has
Is Johnny Kilbane, king of feather-- been coming at a fast clip and may
weights, to retire, from the division prove a strong card. His quick defeat
without having had a real contest at; of Young liritt shows he has class, lie
lias put many opponents away by the
the weight for the title?
route,
The feathers are. not in so bad a fix knock-ou- t
as the middle and welterweights, as
Young Herman, the Pekiu (111.)
the class can at least boast of a legi- boy, may be heard from a little later,
timate champion in Kilbane, where- while "Louisiana" is creating a stir in
as the other two are without a rec- the east. Knockout Mars of Cincinnati is another who should be heard
ognized holder.
Stories have been circulated that, from. There are plenty of 122 poundthe little, Cleveland wonder .has decid-- . ers "in the making."
This brings up the weight question.
ed to become a full pledged light-- ;
Most countries
have adopted 126
weight.
This may be true, but I have ray pounds as the limit,, while our state
doubts. Recently while dining with commissions have made it 125 pounds.
Johnny and his manager, Jim Dunn, The United States alone TToids the
in New York, I put the question to limit at 122 pounds. Should the
Kilbane and his answer almost quali weight be raised, there would be
fies him as a Yankee, for it was a! many contenders for Kilbane's title,
ibut while it remains at 122 the
question.
"Why should I take on 133 pound- - chances are he will hang onto his
era when I can get good money fori crown, and I hope he retires a
boys?" he demand-- pion, for if ever there was a cleaned.
living, upright boxer with a happy
"Little Johnny is satisfied to go family and a host of friends among
along with the feathers, and don't real men it Is Johnny Kilbane.
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MATTHEWS ON A FOUL,
The scheduled ten round return
bout between Pierce Matthews of St.
Louis and Jack Torres, of Albuquerque, lightweights, staged
yesterday
afternoon as the main event of a
Christmas day card at the New Mexico
A. C. gymn, ended in a victory for
Torres, in the seventh round, when
Referee "Fat" Shearn presented Torres with the decision on a "foul,"
says the Albuquerque Journal.
The end came unexpectedly and the
blow which Shearn declared, foul, appeared to many spectators to have
been perfectly fair a clean right
hook to the stomach. That it was not
foul was strengthened by the fact
that Torres evidenced no pain, made
no claim that a foul had been committed, and apparently was just as great
ly surprised at the midden termination
of the bout by the referee as was Matthews, who protested against the
slopping of the bout and the awarding of the verdict to his opponent.
that the bout
Jt is unfortunate
ended as it did, for Torres had secured
a lead that undoubtedly would have
earned him a clean-cu- t
victory on
points had the contest gone the limit,
and might have terminated in an ac- JANE GAIL.
jtual knockout by him of his opponent
since Matthews appeared to be tirin
as the bout neared the close, though , th
t
,t eV(;r Wen ,0 an
nPt
it
t..1..
j
no. was mi
k uesoeniieu
iu oune un
mi
and that real actor will make
out of it to the very
one that, something
Yesterday's bout established
best of his ability"
a
thing conclusively and that is that
This is the basis upon which Jane
referee who knows his business ami
....
,i
i,,
i,urt i, uau nas always woritea since sue
fame. In consequence she Is equally
absolutely necessary if the boxing
a uauy pan m nm.-game here is to be maintained at the. nappy piayiug
urls and a lisp are essential, or in a
hiirh standard nreviouslv set by Marl-Lew's fight club. Shearn, perhaps started to climb the ladder of movie
rightfully, had cautioned Matthews in real dramatic role,
the preceding rounds for roughnesf
mi.l hitting low. but he called a fou
'SEPTEMBER MORN"
DRESSED UP.
at the wrong time, in the opinion ol
many fans' present.
Because of rumors that the bou
wa
between Torres and .Matthews
"framed" and other talk along these
I
lines, Director Levy announced th?
to protect himself and the club h
Lev;'
would "declare all bets off."
also added that Shearn had "consented" to referee the match only on
condition that all bets "be declared

,...

.1

i

j

j

JR.

Paris newspapers say that Mrs. Myron T. derrick, daughter inlaw of the
American ambassador to 'France, was
the belle of the Persian ball held in
Paris. The picture shows the costume
Mrs. Herrick wore at the fancy social off."
affair.
BALL PLAYERS UNION
TO MEET WITH COMMISSION.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 26. David I.
Fultz, president of the Baseball Play-

the ground and a corporal snuffed out
his tiiree
children side by side.
Western Federation Sends $5,000.
Denver, Dec. 2(i. A contribution of
$5,000 from the Western Federation
of Miners, was forwarded to Calumet
by telegraph today by Krnest Mills,
secretary of the Fede'.tion. This
will be used for the relief of relatives
of victims of the panic, which followed a false alarm of fire during a
Christmas tree celebration.
Will Try To Settle Strike.
,
Washington, b. C.1, Dec. 21). Secretary of Labor Wilson today ordered
John C. Deusmore, solicitor of the tie-partment, to Cabinet, .Mich., to render any assistance possible in settling
the copper strike situation. The
l hristmas eve tragedy, in which 74
lives were lost, the secretary said he
thought was a matter for slate iuyes
'

the fuse. Mehiehich found

'

MRS. MYRON T. HERRICK,

IN GOOP

(Continued from page one).
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CATASTROPHE MAY
RESULT

FROM A"
BABY PART TO DRAMATIC ROLE

SHE PLAYS ANYTHING

TORRES WINS

LOSE)

FRIDAY,

MUTT AND JEFF ARE
COMING TO TOWN

meloc'vamati :
With a sensational
ers Federation, announced today that story under the title of "Mutt and Jeff
a committee representing the federa- in Panama," Gus Hill's perennial su.t
TIMES A YEAR !
tion would meet the national commis- cebs of that name,
"spick
sion at Cincinnati on Tuesday, Janu- and span," everything new but the
on
the petition buttons ,to clean up the co.n again as
ary 6, for a conference
for alterations in the present form of it lias done for the past two years. The
contract between club and player.
impressible "Gus" has evidently kept
"The fraternity will probably be tabs on every line, thrill, laugh, song
represented," says the statement, "by and situation during his entire "nearJohn P. Henry, Jacob E. Daubert, Ray ly a century" of theatrical experience.
Edward It seems that this season "Mutt and
W. Collins, John B. Miller,
Reulbach and myself.
Jeff contains nothing but the real es"It has been erroneously reported sence of true amusement without a
that the fraternity will make a fight hitch or a line that does not go over
There's catchy music,
against the reserve clause. There is jn great shap
to every
nothing !n our petition which in any "whitsleable music, a laugh
wav alfects this clause, with the ex- - iirenth. a song hit or an entrancing
whenever your siues
ception... of the eleventh and twelfth dance number,
and a
excessive lutishter,
ira,i L..i,o
.,i, uirci in
Miss Irene Shannon, variety actress
niic fmm
requests, naiui non
to
girls
of
pretty
in
exceedingly
the
bunch
wanted
no
and artist's model. She says she
longer
players, when
classification in which he has labored give the whole thing zest. There you posed for Paul Chabas' famous paintis a hit,
Morn."
for years, be released. As the re- have "In Panama.",, To say it
It's ing, "September
too
quests are not aimed at the principle is putting it altogether scenicmildly.
and
light
n
riot!
With
gorgeous
of reservation and only slightly affect
THIRD HOUSE
of THE
CANDIDATES
INVESTIGATES
the operation of this clause, they can- effects and a magnificent change
the
of
twenty
one
not, with justice be characterized as costume for every
In Pictorial Review for January,
numbers.
dance
and
or more songs
antagonistic to' it."
Mabel Potter Daggett, the
After all, it. resolves itself into a ripmagazine writer starts a series on the
sucn
comedy,
Third
House, an organization of over
TINKER AND FEDERALS
the
as you would expect after seeing
club women who, in both
one
million
STILL NEGOTIATING.
which
daily cartoons by Bud Fischer
and
states, acsuffrage
of
are 'still as popular with the readers
in the line of new
wonders
conA
final
26.
Dec.
complish
111.,
SunChicago,
the thousand or more daily and
laws protecting the rights of them
ference between Joe Tinker and the
day papers, as they were two years selves and their children.
iB
late
for
scheduled
federal league
ago. "Mutt and Jeff," with the big
It is in the states where women
today, according to the Chicago Daily fifty thousand dollar production, conies
News.
Tinker Is said i to have ac- to the Elks Theater January 9. You vote that the Third House is developcerreal
knowledged that he has been nego- wouldn't wish your worst enemy such ing itscounts. power. Citizenship
tiating with the federals for several luck aB to miss "Mutt and Jeff." Get tainly
With the ancient handicap of disthe de- seats as soon as the advance sale is
The terms offered
days.
on election day removed, the
posed manager of the Cincinnati team announced, if you want a good seat. ability
Third House is getting ready to go
by the new league are said to be a That's good advice.
far in American politics. Its
three year contract at $12,000 a year,
function is already assuming largwith an option on a block of stock to
er and larger proportions. The WashIn the SONGS OF THE
"be paid for out of dividends.
ington Woman's Legislative commitcourse of the day It became rumored
CAROLURS
tee organized by liss Adele M. Fields
fedthe
that Tinker would sign with
as a separate body, is transacting so
erals at the afternoon meeting.'
much business that it is obliged to
the
to
let
much
would
like
I
HCTTOX.
very
LEOXA
.
carollers of Christmas morning know-ho- hold regular fortnightly meetings. Red
W. C. T. V. promoted the
The
in
365
the
killed"
It
year
us.
"almost
aud
days
Pleasure
much
gave
being
they
Accidents and incidents,
SAYS BEING
MAX
ASHER
law at the
was delightful. They sang beautiful Light bill that became a
is only a hum drum regularity in the busy life of Leona Hutton!
the
thrill."
new
a
"is
not hear them last session of the legislature;
did
who
and those
"What I am looking for," says she,
ly
HABIT
A
took charge of the
FUNNY IS JUST
missed a treat worth staying awake or Waitresses' union
She doesn't weigh much over 100 pounds. Yet every one on the big
Minimum Wage bill, and the college
la a really
being awakened for. It is such a sweet,
Kay Bee ranch in southern California knows that if there
I wonder if women were detailed to see about
custom.
Dart to Dlav she will do it.
getting a woman trustee on the board
n thn ti,ni- - honrt die knows that she is exDected to take the)
they could be induced to repeat it next of
Washington State University.
.
year.
chances and make good!
Really, it is a great help in your lawJESSIE M. MASSIE.
Miss Huttoii plays lead parts in western pictures and she thinks the day
making to begin with the right kind of
illy spent if she hasn't tried something new in the way of a thriller.
law.mnVprQ
WOULD ELIMINATE THE
PASSING OF SWATTERS. RECEIVER DIRECTED TO
MAV IRWIN LIKES OYSTERS CATALAN.
FILE RESTITUTION SUIT
Chicago, III., Dec. 26. A plan to
Of course, eve;, one knows of the
eliminate the intentional passing of
St. Luois. Dec. 26 James W. Lunk,
JT VTT:
proficiency of May Irwin as a cook.
heavy hitters will be proposed to the a receiver for the St. Louis and Pan
rules committee of the National base- Francisco railroad, today was directed
May has published a cook book which
jx-r- r
ball league at its next meeting, it was by Circuit Jude Sanborn to bring resknown is
is very popular, aud so
reported here today. The idea was titution suit gainst certain directors
that
direction
in
this
her reputation
born in the head of Hank O'Day, um- and former directors.
when she decided to turn her homo,
pire and members of the committee,
Judge Sanborn denied the petition
situated on an Island on the St. Law
who thinks that making the catchers of William W. Niles, a Frisco stockthe
box narrower would accomplish
holder living In New York, that he
rence, into a hotel, its success linme
desired object.
be permitted to bring suit, but John
diately was assured. This is the was
D. Johnson and Ioomis Johnson, who
she makes her famous oysters Catal
represented Mr. Niles in the arguADMIRAL DEWEY WAS
an:
76 YEARS OLD TODAY. ments before the court last Monday,
a
sauce
Put in a double
pan heaping
were appointed counsel for the receivMany folks say Max Asher is the
ers. They were directed, in the name
tablespoonful of butter and two
funniest man in the western "movWashington, D. C, Dec. 26. George
of grated Edam cheese. ies!" Anyway he is in the laugh busi- Dewey .the admiral of the navy and of the receivers, to bring and proseand turns out comedy each 8tin- - hero of Manila bay, began celebrating cute "such suit or suits against such
When melted and smooth, add 4 table ' ness
. v, : .. . . .1 .
in relations to the matters set
t . i. ......
his seventy-sixtbirthday by appear- parties
a
of
dash
tomato
catsup,
spoonsful of
He claims being funny comes to be ing early at his office to discharge the forth In the petition of Mr. Niles and
Worcestershire sauce, 2 tablespoons ja hab-- t jugt ,ike anvthlng e,se And duties entailed on him as
of the receivers'" as
president of in the petition
in their opinion, "can be successfully
of cream and meat of a good sized 'ne aver8 tnat smnjng once makes it the naval general board.
crab cut very' fine. When creamy aud easier for your face to take the same
He received many birthday gifts maintained."
on till end congratulatory telegrams from all
so
next
the
time
and
shape
dozen
two
in
boiling hot, drop
We
Subscribe for the Santa
you are always smiling.
parts of the country, and spent part
the moment they
!
oysters;
Asher does the queer,
of the day visiting with his son, who Mexican, the pnper that boosts
crinkle serve on hot buttered toast acts with the Joker company of came from Chicago for the occasion. the time and works for the npbnlld
"movie" players.
Ing of our new Stata
There will be no formal celebration.
placed on very hot plates.
MAT IRWIN.

l

DECEMBER

26,

. hall," said Miss McArron. "A little
blaze starLed on the Christmas tree
and some one In the hall cried 'fire.'
The cry was immediately taken up by
others and there was a mad rush for

the doors."
McArron said her brother-in-law- ,
Leo Bertrand, assisted in carrying out the dead. Bertrand told, she
said, that the opinion was general at
the hall, directly after the disaster,
that the cry of "fire" was started
among those present at the celebration.
Miss

CHICAGO

POLICEMAN

PROVES EFFICIENCY.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 26. Mrs. Mary
Boyd, one of Chicago's ten police women, is not a large woman, but she is
muscular. Yesterday she boarded a
street car just as Toshel Wendt, a
powerfully built man, began an argument with the conductor over a transfer. The men were soon engaged In
a fight.,
.Mrs. Boyd showed her star and separated them, telling Wendt he was
under arrest. When he resisted the
'ligation.
In a telegram to President Moyer, officer, she pulled him from the ear,
of the Western Federation of Miners, stood him against a post and rang
tor the patrol wagon. Mrs. Boyd rode
Secretary Wilson said it appeared
with the prisoner, and
that the tragedy was "not in any way to the station
preferred the charge of disorderly
connected with the strike situation." conduct
against him.
"I cannot conceive of such a connec
MAY
NOT
SELL
mestion existing, the secretary s
LIQUOR TO MILITIA.
sage continued. "It is almost incon
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 26. Orders for
ceivable that any one could be so inhuman as to plan such a catastrophe, the discontinuance of the sale of liquor
but whether it was planned or the r& after noon today to members of the
suit of malicious mischief, I hope the Colorado national guard on strike duty
facts will be promptly brought to in the southern Colorado coal fields,
light. From the information as yet in were issued this morning by General
The order applies .to
'
my possesion, It would appear to be John Chase.
commissioned officers as well as priva purely statutory crime, solely with
in the jurisdiction of the police pow- ates. A provost guard will patrol the
ers of the state. I am, however, send- saloon district and enforce the order.
ing the solicitor of the department,
John B. Densmore, to Calumet for the
purpose of rendering any assistance
posslbie in clearing up the situation.
Secretary Wilson further declared
Years
he was shocked at the accounts of the
disaster and expressed to President
Moyerjhis sympathy for friends and
PURCHASES
familiiSp for those who lost their lives.
anSolictor Densmore, It was
Will get personal attention,
nounced at the department, was inthe goods you get will be
and
structed by Secretary Wilson to enfirst-clas- s
in every respect and
deavor to bring about a settlement of
the strike.
a
trifle
cheaper, because
just
Another Explanation.
we are not investing our monChicago, Dec. 26. Miss Grace Mcey in Plaza High Rents. See
Arron, of Calumet, Mich., arrived In
the point? Phone
Chicago from her home today and said
sjie knew positively that the story of
the man coming to the head of the
stairs and shouting "fire" in a hall
where more than seventy persons were
Store, Galisteo Street.
trampled to death, was not true. "
Phone 177 J.
"The alarm was sounded right lu the
.
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1913.

"Yes, cur new wagon's a Studebaker
tke only kind we KNOW "
"The Studebaker idea has been in our family for
sixty years. We have never thought of buying any
other kind of a wagon."

"It's true, we're continually being offered other
wagons costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
what they will do. But we JfcnoW in our family what a
Studebaker will do. A few dollars ditference in piice
doesn't mean much. It's, the service a wagon gives
that we consider most."
"Long service for a fair price means more every;
time than short service for a few dollars less."

"Stick to Stude..
"That's why we stick to Studebaker-a- nd
baket is a pretty good motto for mn who ues wagon.
1 hey re made
stuff.
of
"Studebaker wagons are built good
of experience in
rignt by people who've had year, and years world
over.
who are muted the
n
making them
"Studebaker wagona la, because they re made to la. aa
his
tella
wagon u nat
you
out for the dealer who
tookStudebaker.
That's my advice after a good deal of
good aa a
oi M of my people. You get a
experience -a- nd the expece
Studebaker and you're got a safe investment.
right-pe-

ople

Set ear Dealt ar mHt

STUDEBAKER
--

EnhESous

maw

a

salt lake

n.

South Bend, InL
crrv

DENVER
aa
tfllftafl fl'l V
saw fiahcisco
fortland, orb.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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VISITS

SEVERE STORM
NEW

YORK

LOCAL ITEMS.

HARBOR

House, Bath Flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Opera. House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Avenue.
35.00
Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House.
Palace Avenue-Th- ree
Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furr.iehed, Good Location, Bath,
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
45.00

FOR RENT

T

1

PACE FIVE

ARTS AND

SEALING

CRAFTS!

OF CARDINALS

APARTMENTS DENOUNCED.
Jiouic, Dee. US. The sealins up of
astistic xmas gifts
the '.,iie Cardinal liampolla's apartHammered Brass Electric Reading ments is announced as a liitli handed
illegal iiroceeiliim in soim guar-je- t
jLamps, Hand Wrought Silver
idants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brassjters here. The .legality of the
is
quest lulled because it was carried mil
jand Copper, Letter Racks, Paper
without the authorization or interven
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered
endars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold
'ers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
iCopper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
jBelt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins. Candle
joucKS. Special orders made on short
j

New York, Dec. L'ti. New York and
ALL OUR FURS FROM NOW UN
northern New Jersey HunVred today TIL JANUARY 1st AT
a
combination of wind, rain and
from
AT THE WHITE. HOUSE.
tide. Incident to a storm which bewail OFF,
Remember the Date The splendid
last nifiht and Increased In fury near concert to be
given at the Scottish
dawn. Two barges, broken from their
cathedral by .Miss Albright and
tow, sank near the Forked River, N.
Tuesday, l)ecompany will
.T., life snvine ftntion
with n possible
Kit.
It begins at S:uU p. m.
iloss of ten lives; Sea
X. .1.,
Chocolates In attractive
was partly inundated, many lisher-- ;
Uet them at Zook's.
boxes.
iXinas
men's sharks d (.'Strove'", hotels under-Chef Harada, of the DeVai'gas hotel.
mined and the Central railroad of New has
prepared a special Xew Year's notice.
Jersey put out of commission. Small momi which will be served for fifty
craft here and there broke away from cenls.
(C. A, BISHOP, PROP.)
their moorings, and were either dam- 25 per cent discount from now to De125 Palace Avenue.
"
aged or lost. A car float ran amuck cember "A, 101!, on all poods, watches,
BONOS.
SURETY
REAL
INSURANCE,
ESTATE, LOANS,
In the East, river sinking eight motor
and silverware, at ciu.stra tu Ijo t aiie-clocks, jewelry
the. 'Me Vargas
'boats, and the Krh? station at Jersey: YViese, Watchmaker
new photos?
and Jeweler.
windows. It will
Uitr )lr.iu.H r;l nd the tloor will be
if
Phone, 189 J.
How'
flooded.
was
any,
City
many,
Rite
Scottish
and
Ancient
dances."
modem
lor
Acepted
right
just
DAY
EVERY
of
home
in
of
the barges the sinking
perished
people. We will
:
There will lie a icgular meeting of!
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
will he determined
only when th"
be
Tuesclosed
noon
from
C'oronado Council or Kodosh,
Friday LIFE OF EASE FOR
identity oT the craft .' Is established.
S
at
o'clock
21',,
December
BELLES.
OF
DUSKY
HUSBANDS
evening,
of going to Albuquerque
Owners of the tug Edward F. Lnckenday, on
"ii
Dec
back, renorted that she was slowlv 'The annual election of officers in the; Sau t.'rancisco Calif
Will
the
for
ennjo,,.,.,!,year
Consistory
ensuing
iiw.ii
iiiimir
ulii, umi,l lip
ii,. iln.hn.
place, and oilier important mat- tent to spend a life of indolent ease
Each
ESSE 'targes she had been
come
u,e
heim'e
!tlla
are offered an opportunity to become
had a crew of five aboard.
to the husbands of rich, dusky belles of
The driving rain the storm helt gave
Gnagey & Ervien for a stand
Santa Fe
a Kasler Island group in the South seas,
iron into
way to snow for a time this afternoon convert your electric
cooking deviceaccording to a story brought to this
"PHZOaSTE
Soldier Boy for Abbott In descrih- - port yesterday by Captain Hourgeson,
PECULIAR DUEL
BUiusjavasaea I
FOUGHT; TWO DEAD. ing the gifts of Sanla Clans to the of Hie schooner Annie M. Campbell,
Santa Ve clubmen on another page the from Papeete. Before the vessel sail-- j
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 26.-- - Word Present for Judge E. ('. Abbott was ed from Papaeele an envoy from the
reached here today from i'incville, h'ft out through mistake. The colonel young women arrived from the isand "as given a husky looking soldier boy lands who begged the crew to return
Jackson
THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
iKy., that Solomon
ADOLF
GOODS
Tate Souders of that city fought a pe- i' lad in khaki, to remind him of his
with him to become the husbands of.
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR
duel there yesterday, in which forts to get up a new company in the the lonely lassies.
'both lost their lives. The men had national guard.
Six thousand Iieai' of cattle and 20,-Music Lessons Prof. J. L. Telio, lino
trouble over a lawsuit and it was
sheep belonging 1o the women
w'H
in
be
studied
who
has
Berlin,
'suggested that they clasp (heir left
roam about the islands.
in
to
vio
lessons
vio'in,
give
bauds and with a pistol in the right pleased
Captain Bourgsou Bailed immediate-- i
'hand of each "shoot it out." Stand- lincello and piano. Terms or applica-lin- ly after the arrival of the envoy, his'
of
255
Hon. Phone
V., residence
they killed
haste being prompted by the desire of
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
Frank Plomteaux, lit Cernllos street, his sailors to take
other.
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
advantage of the.
Santa Fe.
matrimonial inducements.
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE
Seat Sale Opens Tomorrow Tick-- I
DR. CARREL OF ROCKEFEL1.EN
Master Island Is the place where the
INSTITUTE MARRIED ets for .Miss Albright's concert of crew of the wrecked schooner. El
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95
$18.
Tuesday nighl, Dec. 30, go on sale at Dorado sought refuge several months
a,riKr)ec""n llr Xtoxis" t"a
,OOK 8
at
WATCH
tomorrow,
OUR
WINDOWS.
batnrday
of the Rockefeller institute for
whose
r
cal research, New ork, ,was married
),.,,,,, fllaiiHed as husbands.
PHONE 180.
Ihere today lo Madame de In Mairie. isignalures guaranteed the concert will
210 5AN FRANCISCO ST.
as
to
be.
locution
the
given
preierencc
YYYYYYYYYY'TYYYYY'rYYY
PROMINENT MISSION
They will sail tomorrow . for X.
some
the
las
parquet.
may
prefer
York, i
WORKER IS DEAD.
All the popular brands of cigars ill
Dayton, Ohio, Dec, 2. Mrs. George
IXinas boxes. Zook's.
IT. Thompson,
was
of .Cincinnati,
FREE EXHIBITION
Saturday.
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
found dead in bed in the home of her
27th. at T p. m., at the Old
in tills city today. Mrs.
Palace of the Governors, there will daughter
!.
free exhibition of 2 colore! Thompson, who was iialional treasurEverything In Hardware.
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
slides with lecture, entitled "Scout im: er of the Women's Missionary society
December,
of the Methodist church, hud come to
W. H. WICKHAM
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.'
Monday, Dec. 29 Reception Riven will the Toy Seonls.'- The Boy Senilis i
Tne nomiays wnn ner
rj,.., layion to spenu
by Secretary of State and Mrs. Lncero of Sa.!a I'e and the hoys an
1
i
,1
Unless you own
i., ,i t
ir.
land Miss Ijiieero at their home from of the f'uiiday schools are enr.lnillv u.i ti in ,'i Lilt' wilt wi r,. u. nitii.tiiii,
of
or
see
blow
and
.loulinal
the
publisher
Dayton
invited to see this interesting exlii
8 to 11 p. m.
Dayton Herald.
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al bition. Other sets of lantern slides
B.
No
exhibited
be
will
intervals.
at
commezzo
her
and
soprano,
bright,
SWIM IN LAKE HER
to
these
admission
for
concert
Scottish
will
at
charge
give
pany
NOW and not AFTER
CHRISTMAS CELE3KATION.
lectures. Watch the New MexiRite Cathedral, (8:30 p. m.)
Mir-S!(i.
Dec.
Clare
Chicago,
W.
U
can.
Smith.
31.
New
Year's
Dec.
Wednesday,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N M
girl,
yesterday
MESH
LEATHER AND
BAGS, Pause, u
Eve Dance ai Da Vargas hotel, (he- DISTRIBUTOR OF
celebrated Christmas by tailing a lorg
CUT
HOLIDAY
GOODS,
GLASS,
&:30
ni.)
p.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAVWARD HAS IT.
jgins
Mich-- :
BRASS
BATH
GOODS, swim in the icy water of ,ai:e
ROBES,
January.
astounded
her
narcuis
"'
AT
BURNT
GOODS
LEATHER
Ball
Jan.
at Armory
Thursday,
THIRD OFF THE FORMER PRICE v,h('" "h(i t'UPeared in her liiitlilng suit
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
;for First Regiment Band.
,hf:'n K"e WM oUl f"r
2.
at the FROM NOW UNTIL JANUARY 1, AT j'"",
Dance
,
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Friday; January
m iirisiums oip.
i lie young gill :s
THE WHITE HOUSE.
a(
Elks home. (!)p. m.)
-water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
swimmer
and
f'"1
day;
very
nearly
Miss
It
Arrives
Albright
Sunday
Friday, Jan. 9 Violin recital by
"ti'i'mfr. has swam to the water-- ;
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Prof. I. L. Telln, Scottish Rite Cathe- has been arranged through the direc- - t,ince
Masonic
of
tors
the
cathedral
that t works intake crib, four uiil. s out in
idral.
ak"- The temperature v.as close.
Friday,' January 9. The play "Mutt will be made perfectly comfortable for!,llB
10 lhe treozlng point all day.
j
MODERN
AND
Monday for the rehearsal of Miss A
and Jeff" at the EIlta theater.
who arrive
Tuesday, Jan 20 A "Beriot" violin bright and her company
ALWAYS
recital by Prof. I. I,. Tello, Scottish Sunday night from Albuquerque. It is Get Your Orders
in Now;
the purpose of New .Mexico's prima
Rite Cathedral.
to give the most elaborate pro- for FRESH JERSEY CREAM and for;
LARGE LOBBY
Friday, Jan. 30 Third of the 1fl14 donna
violin recitals by Prof. I. L. Tello. gram that has ever been presented in BRICK ICE CREAM for Christma- sAND VERANDAS
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
this state.
Scottish Rite Cathedral.
all flavors. Orders taken for!
Get your Xmas and Xew Year's one
quart and up. Delivered on
COMFORTABLE PORCH
a 2o
per cent discount
Attorney P. T. Cheatam of Taos is presents at
SWINGS and ROCKERS
from now to December lit, HH.'l. V Christmas day. THOMAS RANCH
i
in the city today on legal business,
PRODUCT CO. Phone 74 J.
ReHack
Baggage Lines.
Howell Earnest, traveling auditor, Wiese, Watch maker and Jeweler.
Service and Cuisine
Midnight Mass As in former years;
and W. L. Kegel, deputy, left this af-- ,
Best Rigs you can
the Best in the City
the midnight mass at the Cathedral of
ternoon for Estancia.
Ample facilities TorlarKe
an Immense
and sinail bttiHjuetN.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
SADDLE PONIES
PROMPT SERVICE
R. Ij. Cooper, of the slate engineer's St. Francis attracted
and lion-- j
force, returned yesterday from a two throng of people Catholics
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Catholics and this year the services
weeks' trip to Otero county,
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
Sirs. Pedro M. Lobato, accompanied were all the more impressive in he
His
decorated edifice.
by her children, arrived from Albu- beautifully
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
Rev. J. B. 1'itaval.
THROW
EYE, EAR NOSE
querque to visit her parents for sev- Grace, the Most
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Fe.
of
Santa
pontificated,
archbishop
BY THE WEEK
eral weeks.
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
Frank Marron, deputy state treas- and preached in both English and
Capilai City Bank Building.
the
offered
He
he
said
that
Spanish.
urer, returned last night from
a
where he spent Christinas decorations of the cathedral as
OFFICE HOURS
Christmas
gift to the congregation.
with his uncle, O. N. Marron.
Olin W. Lasater, newly appointed Special music was furnished by the
Santa Fe, N. M. Phone 52 J,
Cathedral choir.
county cierK in Torrance county, reStart the New Year with Sunbeam
turned borne.' yesterday after spending
Mazda lamps und beat the light comthe city.
several days-Iof your electric
out of
'g
pany
M.
A.
will
friends
The
Stanton
of
be glad to learn that he is greatly im- light bills for 1914. Sparks Electric
proved, so much so that he was able Company. Open evenings.
KAUNE
CG.
Co. E Held Grand Ball Company E, H. S.
to accept an invitation out to dinner
Xew Mexico National
First
Regiment
yesterday.
Solt Agenta For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Oeorge Hepfinger and his assistants Guard gave a brilliant ball last night
Where Quality Governs tlie Price
was
affair
the
and
the
at
armory
left, yesterday for Trinidad to decorate
ALFaLFa SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk andpackag;
Ramirez' orchestra
and Price the Quality
Mr. Hepfinger has largely attended.
a church there.
1 1 : 30 p. m.
At
music.
the
furnished
completed the decoration of the CatheWE
Colonel
E. C. Abbotr and Captain
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
dral of St. Francis In this city.
- Mrs. Carolina E. Rodriguez, of Flag- James Seligman visited the armory
staff. Ariz., arrived yesterday from Al- and complimented Captain Daca on
Colonel
success of the affair.
IN
buquerque where she has been visit- the
Hbone Black
Pbone Black
Abbott then joined in the dancing,
She
and
relatives
will
friends.
ing
Tot2E- IT
45
visit relatives and friends here for a much to the delight of the guardsmen. It was long after midnight when
few days before returning to
BUY
BREAK YoU
the Home Sweet Home- tune was
j

ONE-THIR-

Pen-lan-

6-

Cut-Kit-

7-

Cal-he- r

u

he-o-

-

Pin-To-

O. C. WATSON & CO.

j

WATCH

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

"our

t

tion of ibe judicial otiicials, but simof
ply by a notary on the request
.Monsignor I)i Bisogno, administrator
of St. I'eters. The administrator desired to insure the safety of documents of great inlerest to the church
which lie feared might be lost. No
trace of the cardinal's missing will
lias been found.

contain

j

Li

,!

'

until

Sunday
account

-

,.

THE GRAY STUDIOS

loa-lin-

'l-''''i-

162 J.

BEAR IN MIND

j

-

-

Christmas Presents!

r

1

GIN

SEL

WEEK'S

THIS

SPECIALS

-

i

band-in-han-

i

SUIIS AND OVERCOATS

j

GIFT!

j

worth

".

;

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

PERSONALS

INSURANCE

!

I

-

1

property that cannot burn
away,
HAYWARD, MANAGER,
the disaster.

,

JOSEPH

illus-tiate-

aHENRY KRICKe

I

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

;

ONE-i'-11-

1

11

Always Stop

-

THE STAR BARN

-

j

-

at the Ancient City's Pride,

i

GENERAL LIVERY

and
stocked.

j

(Hi

Entire Stable
get.

T.F.TANNUS.M.D.

' fn

HOTEL DE VARGAS

I

$

IJS'JJ;!;

j

WHOLESALE

!

AND

RETAIL

s

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

RESOLVED

HAVE

LOTSOF

the jot or

met cmisTMAS
PRESENTS

OUft

TO

THEM EITHER.
HAVE

A

played.

A LITTLE HOME
FOR YOUR FAIRY

LOOK,

OUR HARDWARE STORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
USEFUL CHRISTMA8 GIFTS. SILVERWARE, CARVING SETS, TABLE
POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONS, AND
CUTLERY,
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRjIENDS
WILL
LIKE. DON'T
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
COME TO US AND BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.
WOOD-DAVI-

PHONE

HARDWARE

S

14.

UNITED

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

STATES

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

BANK

PHONE

ft TRUST

GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
JIIMH

MnWttlllflllllllllHttlllHlinilllllflIMIllllHIIIMIIItlllIMIIIIMIIIIIIHIlltllllllllllllllltlll

Your Patronage Solicited
tiitimit iittMiiiiiiitiiiiii
N. B.

ii

J.

j

IIIIIMHIIIItlllllllllt IlllttP

LAIGHIJN, President.
B. LAMY,

LEO HERSCH

CHRISTMAS!

WONT

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

14

;

Will

it

all

be

"JIM

CRACKS"

Ohrlstmas morning or will it be somewhole family
thing to make the
happy?
Will you start in the New Year with
a determination
to eliminate the
"COST OF HIGH LIVING" and put
your savings in a little home of your
own?
In a few years you will have spent
enough for rent and "superfluous" I iv-ing to have paid for a little villa all
your own. Quit kicking about hard
times and high living and do a little
reasoning for yourself.
Figure out if you are not largely
to blame for the same things you complain about,
A man told me the other day that
he could never get ahead, that he had
a big family to support.
This man is making about two hundred dollars a month and his large
flock of children spend more each
year for candy, gum and other JIM
CRACKS than it would take to meet
the payment on. his home, MEN and
WOMEN; it's up to you.
"TOWNSEND,"
:
The Real Estate Man.
9f Xmas window display.

Solve the Christmas problem today.
Fancy boxes stationery, Kodaks, Perfumes, hand mirrors, Brushes, Baby
Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
Con
Got the Worst of
way, from Bomewhere In the east, celebrated Christmas Day with unusual

45

ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!

JOHN W. MAYES,

Let us take care of your
"What-to-eattorrv-

"

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

what Groceries you
need and we'll deliver
them in a hurry.

Tell us

fervor yesterday and as he was stag
gering around San Francisco street,
near De Vargas, at 4:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon, Deputy Marshall J.
E
A. Martinez attempted to arrest hiin.
SUGGESTIONS:
Conway declined and a free fight ensued. Several people came to the officer's assistance and Conway was over- Turkey, Cranberries.
Mince Meat, Grape Fruit,
powered. He was taken to the jail
where his case will come up January
Oranges, California Grapes,
2. In the meantime his bruises will
Imported Malaga Grapes,
have a chance to heal.
That
Raisins, iViits, Candy,
DeVargas Dance Manager
Hall, of the DeVargas hotel, says there
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
are a few people who have put the
idea into their heads that the dance at
the DeVargas will be on New Year's Try
Monarch or Richelieu
night. This is not true. The dance
will be given New Year's EV15. and
Canned Peas
will begin at 9:30 o'clock. Tickets
They are better than the
by invitation at reasonble price. Refreshments will be served a la carte
French Imported.
at a few minutes past midnight. These
refreshments need not be expensive.
"The entire affair will make no heavy
KAUNE
CO.
drains on the purse," said Mr. Hall, H.
"and I want the young men to know
that and to turn out in large numbers
B-- sti
Prices
as everyone will find the dance satis- Where
I
We
orhave engaged a new
For
factory.
Qua iU-

8

S.

ar

fnfp

I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
If you have money to
Money on real estate and othe securities.
loan list ft with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
high class security call on me.

i

Telephone 194 W.

Room 24 Laughlin
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Bid.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON QA5PER

ST.

Telephone 9 W

I
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General Manager
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New Year.

SANTA.

song.

two-cen-

AS

INSURANCE

Majestic Cafe

3

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

I

i

I
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NO PRESENT INDICATION

to
There is absolutely nothing in the present political condition will inspire
get toold
line
the
and
Republicans
the
that
Progressives
the thought
of the
endeavors
anxious
the
and
fall
next
contests
election
gether in Ihe
will
members of the. national committee and those in sympathy with them,
not avail anything in this direction.
distance
The fact is that 1he two parties are still too far apart and the
with the exis too great to be covered by (he blanket or peace, patched
of good behavior in the future.
pression of regrets for past acts and promises
success in winning
In the one case there Is but one thought and that is

FRANK

;
j

JONES,

f La Salle Hotel I

fe

j

'

determination to get on a basis
other than plum distribution and parly

is a strong

where there is some consideration

I

"""There

inconipre-hensiis a principal back of (he action, however strange and
that may sound to the leaders or the (i. O. P.
reSo long have thev been working at the problem of gaining success,
idea in the Held of politics, that has
that
was
any
it
of
how
done,
gardless
another eltment in it, is far beyond their comprehension.
a (lockIt is useless to quote the return of Prendugrast as an evidence of
the
of
Progressives.
old
to
back
the
party
ing
individual
This is off set in several instances on (he olher side and these,
not indicate the true setting of the
changes are of little moment and do
tide.
,
.
,.
What must be judged from is the attitude ot (lie parties as me aggrega.e
membership is considered.
The next election will be the test.
r
elections which have occurred there is nothing to cause
Ju (he
on
the
merriment
part of the rtepublicans and nothing to bring disappointment or anxiety lo Ihe Progressives.
to be no amalThe light is (o continue on the present lines and there is
gamation on the part of the Progressives.
The party was formed for a reason and has its own tenets and the
are unalterably opposed to joining again with the old line politicians
as much as ever
controlling the Republican party who are in the foreground is the sole cause
and would not think of relinquishing their leadership as that
of their desire to win.
It is a desire for control, not principle, which actuates them.
inem-her-

.

s

u

9h9ilie'Sfcc?ne8

that the stomachs of the people are empty and
to
wear, we can go around," says Smoot of Mali,
clothes
not
any
"
they have
doors
on
placards reading, 'Wilson, that s all
all
factory
and post
how you would enjoy
standpatter,
protectionist,
And monopolistis, high
Wilson and get back to the
it. wouldn't you? Anything at any cost, to beat
CnbBtit, look here, senator, what makes you think that, the stomachs of
Is the wish father
the people are goie A be empty and their hacks bare?
10

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S

votors of
t is this very condition that has been forcing itself upon the
of sentiment and lias
country which has brought about the revolution
are voting their
Uluen down party lines and the people of the country for
the last numown, rather than the leaders' notions, as has been the case
ber of years.
at toe
It is a generally acknowledged fact that In Ihe two old parties
and that the time is at
present time there is a distinct and a growing division
will
hand when the reactionaries and the progressive elements In the country
arena will be
be ranged together and the future battles in the political
fought along these lines.
oE this nation are
The spirit of independence is abroad. The people
ideas are fast passing
beginning to see things as they are and the old time
and the old time methods of dictation on the part of the many, are recognized
as belonging to an era Hint has gone.
conTo seek political power at. any cost and by any agency is no longer
worn-ou- t
is
to
these
systems
that
the
and
clings
and
party
sidered just
righi
sure to be relegated to the rear.
" "
poThe tactics of bringing disaster upon the people to prove (hat the
tolerated.
litical party in power is inellicient is a thing that should be no longer
of it.
What is wanted is the alleviation of misery and not the increase
own benefit, but what
its
in
for
be
shall
power
not
is
what
party
The point
advancement of the material
party will carry out the policy of justice and
into
interests of the whole people and bring more comfort and happiness
(be world and less of misery and sorrow.
This problem is gelling into politics for the lirst Lime, in our history.

a victory over the Democrats.
In the other case there

'To-da-

The Montezuma Hotel

.

p

"Girl

!

,

as a means to win success,
misery o. u.- tan of lii people of the. country
usefulness.
ils
outlived
that
has
organization
then
old parties,
This is tli.' position of the reactionary element In both the shown
this
have
of
In
them
repeatedly
each
the
leaders
and
u
beyond doubt,
case.
the
ol ihis
he tactics that have been used in the last few weeks are evidence

,

"Account fortVeBoy of
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POLICY ACTUATES

A

S A JANK BOOK

They only made a big thiim
BANK OF SANTA FE
THE THE FIRST NATIONAL
out of a little thing ami have made WHY NOT INCLUDE
thai
of
finest
the
one
parodies
possible
CAPITAL, SURPLUS UNO PROFITS,
250,000.00.
on the comic stage.
j ever got
FARMER
Welcome Elsewhere.
The tiling called "free lunch" has
been having a pretty hard time in the THE STUDY OF THE BUILDING AND LOAN
last few years, and has been handed
IDEA FOR A RURAL CREDIT SCHEME
some hard blows, being banished from
MIGHT BE A GOOD WAY OUT.
certain saloons and banged about as
something to be avoided and shunned
as it was in such bad society all the
By HERBERT QUICK.
time, so it was getting to he pretty
near a tramp, or in the words of (Author "On Board the Good Ship
Earth,'' "When Glory Ceased.")
b.io- nt Pnvmnnit Mttnll.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
cock: "All Dressed Up and No Place (Copyright, 3913, by the Newspaper
Association).
Enterprise
to Go."
HOME
Every city in the country has its
But a strange thing lias happened.
assoand
loan
building
Free lunch, banished from the awful ciations.
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit witb
They are in all probability
Little Fellow I hate to knock Santa precincts of the saloon, has been taken
schemes in
the greatest
111.,
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
in
and
church
the
Aurora,
if he into
Cdaus, but his ideas is bum
and the most successful.
central Location.
has been admitted and is America,
discard
this
wus
t
dis
on
wagon
real
are
run
Where
dinky
fought
they
de autymobeel I ast him to bring me! one of the most popular things about
unmixed
are
an
principles, they
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
the place in spite of the fact that this
Large Sample Rooms.
blessing. They enable the wage earnpopular personage for it had almost er to buy shares in his neighbor's borassumed the proportions of that, had
THE BYSTANDER
rowings, and get interest thereon.
been tossed hither and yon and was
SEES IT.
not really considered a very polite or
refined thing.
1
Free lunch haB been sent out of the
The Efforts Successful.
saloons in the state of Ohio and even
One of tne most pteasani things to Chicago has threatened to abolish it,
be thought of in connection with the but one of the best women in all ihe
2
THE SANITARY
Christmas just past is the satisfactory land comes to his rescue and Jane
is
the
saloon
"The
Addams
CUnDTnonCDDCQTOnDQUT
says:
results of the efforts of the different
i
UJIU1I UUULHULUIliUUJlJll
societies to bring comfort to those poor man's club. Why separate the
food
that fills from the cup that
The Best That Can be Bought t
who were in need of help and cheer.
To the Elks, the woman's board of cheers, and thus make the saloon
AT ANY PRICE
Open Day and Night.
trade, the merchants and the woman's merely a booze shop?"
Take no chances on either
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
The Chicago aldermen seem, to dif-club, working in connection with the
when a small amount will give
school authorities, the most sincere fer from the lady in the case and they
Parties.
Dinner
Special
congratulations are due from the city have auother version of the kind of
you the protection that you
at large as well as those who were thing "free lunch" is. They say It is
need, and when you do use inHERBERT QUICK.
:
the beneficiaries of the charities.
the alluring viand which is the handROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
surance get the best, as it is
with
and
of
of
of
the maiden
the Demon Rum,
The success
the efforts
the
make it possible for the poor 5 SANTA FE, - - - NEW MEXICO.
They
cheapest, and
exit
school and the woman's club was
it he baits his hook and dangles
man who has saved up and bought a
ALWAYS SEE
the turbid throng that infests the lot, to build a house and make a
ceptionally striking aB the amount of
material sent to the school house was street. But thrown out of the house home.
)
sufficient to bring to many a family of conviviality, it enters forthwith the
M.
Wherever In my travels I have found
thoBe comforts which would have been house of worship, and is offered as a
in their
means
small
men
of
living
United
Office
States Bank Buildinr
wholly lacking had not a Bpecial ef magnet for better attendance. Let it own homes, and especially where the mmmmmmmmmmwmmm
(FIRST FLOOR)
be said that the first appearance of
fort been made to bring help.
houses were of the sort that made me
lunch brought an attendance of wonder how the
who has purchased the InsurAs Mrs. Collins, president of the
people owning them
two
thus
size,
proving
ance Business of the L. A.
woman's club, expressed it to the By- phenomenal
afford to do so, I have found that
could
.
stander, on Christinas eve: "There things, viz: that the stomach of a the answer to my query was the pure- a
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
will not be a family in Santa Fe to- - man 18 some influence m snapmg nis ly
asloan
and
good com panies.good protection
building
is
that
the
and
that
thing
night that will be lacking for the com conduct,
sociation.
CHARLEYGANN, Prop'r
forts of life, and that will not have at not welcome in one place may be
They have been confined to cities
persona grata in another.
least, a fire to keep them warm."
One of these which is
and towns.
European Plan.
That is a splendid tribute to the
said to be very successful is the South 1
Meats At All Hours.
ones who had charge of the enter- AMONG THE EDITORS. Baltimore Progressive Building and
STAGE LINE
Connec- Loan Association, which has 300 mem- 1 Elegant Rooms in
prise and to those who made generous
tlon. Steam Heat,
decontributions to the worthy cause.
in
loans
and
$200,000
bers,
daily
No Question.
From
Electric Lights and Baths.
The pleasure that was bo evident in
of posits amounting to from $1,200 to jg
Th re seems to be no
store
in
the gathering and the giving of these the "will" and "would'1 inquestion
office
is
its
and
the
hat
$2,000
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
Woodrow
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
of itB treasurer, where It meets every
things that went to make up the ma- Wilson.. Raton Range.
Meets
Both North South
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
terial comfort of those in need is eviother Monday evening. A visitor reIt's Veal.
dence of the spirit that actuated the
the president if there is
Bounds Trains.
24 1 San Francisco Street.
jl
A congressman has introduced a bill cently asked
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, j
people of this city in their endeavor to protect calves. But it is veal he any reason why the building and loan
Leaves Barranca on the arrival i
to make Christmas what it is Intended
could not be bo extended as to
the north bound train and arrives ai
in mind, not slit skirts. Kort plan
has
to be a day of joy and blessing Buch
meet the needs of farmers.
Taos at 7 p. m.
as came to the world at the time ot Sumner Review.
"None in the least," said he. "We
Don't Always Pay.
Ten miles shorter than any othet
that event which gave to use the founhave had applications for loans from
Sometimes enterprise and progress farmers near
way. Good covered hacM and too
dation of the celebration of this day.
but we were
Baltimore,
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Tea mi
All over the land the same spirit has do not pay. Eggs were cheap enough compelled to refuse them because we
PRIVATE
cold
furnished commercial men 'to take In
been manifest and it is growing with before we had incubators and
cannot manage country property. We
the surrounding town. Wire Emkutii.
SERVICE
AMBULANCE
the years. It is making of us a better storage plants. Springer Stockman.
know too little about it."
Tell Them About It.
station.
is
it
and
fact
of
as
people and from this we are growing
a
matter
But
A new and
If you don't believe that people are
to have a better country. It is the
an important fact, I think in these
for the
liberal when it comes to giving exAmbulance
nations
makes
that
the
great.
schemes
credit
spirit
days of rural
Transfer of Invalids
cruciating advice, tell the first forty
A Neat Parody.
has been adoploan
idea
and
building
are
rc.en you meet that you
suffering ted
Day or Nlehtat ReaKiss, kiss, kiss the insurrectos,
by farmers, and has been in sucwith tootache. Lakewood Progress.
sonable Prices.
cessful operation in Defiance County,
happy little host,
Get Impatient.
Underneath the starry dome,
O., and its vicinity.
A country is not built in a day.
In their lovely island home,
I recommend the study of these exbe- Civilize the precious dears with tea Some of us have been impatient
Phone 130 Main.
periences to Senator Fletcher of
next
we
tne
not
did
.cause
wake
up
and toast.
- Florida,
Representative Bathrick, of
find
to
here
we
everyafter
got
day
it Ohio, Representative Moss of Indiana,
That is the song that has come from tiling as fully developed as we left
and all those gentlemen who have bills
Herald
nome.
Portales
the Army and Navy club since the at
j pending for rural credit schemes.
Samee.
Allee
In the matter of pushing napresident placed the seal of his disapA dozen years ago a building and
Vf.nnnald does not favor
proval on the warble regarding the
tionally advertised goods, Mr.
Ohio
in
association
Defiance,
lan
state
legisthe
of assembling
Filpinos which emanated from the the idea
It was
Dealer, these two ways happen
lature in extraordinary session for the was oversupplied with money.
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Caraboa society.
to be one and the same.
practically forced to make farm loans
and ought to purpose of trying to secure some much on account of this surplus of funds.
It is a good take-of- f
At the same old
needed
legislation.
at
the
official
make the
Naturally, it is easier to sell
capital
family
Mr. K. V. Haymaker, its secretary, Good Teams,
Rigs
feel a litle cheap after the tempest place, with the same old crowd with worked out its farm loan
which the public already
hfe
and
goods
plan,
Drivers
which has been caused over a trivial the same old tactics, what's the use? plans have worked.
know through consistent adverAdvocate.
Hillsboro
matter, intended as only a little sport.
live prices.
These associations pay members 5 live and
Look 'Em Over.
tising.
There is such a thing as taking oneper cent on their deposits and charge
and
of
friends
list
over
Look
your
Cliff
And it is right to push them
Route
to
Closest
self too seriously, and it looks as if
one
cent
The
Dwellings.
perloans.
for
six
and not their course. cent per
the president and his advisers had acuuaintances
is used up in operating expenses.
because you are helping the
, mmJ uu
that
....
GUARANTEED
uov
"
SATISFACTION
been guilty of this very thing. Dig- 10 you
,t may be too much for augnt T Vnow,
public to get what It wants and
In
nity is all right and is to be looked rnose who iouhj
but the principle of
who
made, farm
you are showing intelligent co: : : Espanola.N.
Phone
for in one of the high officials in the and honor, were the youths
Livery.
fg
lg
that
thorean(,
national government, but the boys in the most of their valuable time, turn- there is in the Raiffesein, the Schulze- operation.
'ta f
,
the army and navy have had their ing it to good account? And on the
When the national manufacwho
share in the hardships and the excite- other hand do you not find those
WP rp spttinR ont in Wash.
comes
turer
Into your daily
ment and the discipline of life and it stood at tne corners wun a .Sar
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like THE SANTA
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seems a little tough to be called down pipe in their mouths, went from bad
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Thfi tQwn building an(i
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when the time comes for a brief relax- to worse, irom worse iu i um :
tion is run on the principle of a pay-- !
he Is
Chieftain.
The farmer has
ment every pay-daation and a bit of real sport.
working for you.
of
Something.
Doing
the
and so these Ohio land
no
The people when they read
I've just returned
Yes,
The least you can do la to
The matter of taxation is stirring banks require payments only every
piece of satire which was really rich
circumferto
center
from Faywood Hot Springe
from
state
show his goods, make window
the farmer
In
in its way, only considered it a good tills
six
months.
practice
do so. It cer-- lets his loan run as long as he likes,
and never felt better In
joke and laughed, but the awful dig ence, and well It may
displays, and keep your selling
should If he pays theinterest.
He gets his
nity of official position felt that it was tainly is high time something
my life. 'Tit great, and
alive to the fact that you
force
con
too lightly regarded and so took a fall awaken a practically dead public
money without any commission or
everyone in the atate
are pushing a .good thing along.
out of the army and navy folks and sciousness to what has been silently other deduction when the loan is made.
ought to go there. The
handed out a keen reprlr ;."nd for the going on In this state. And the ad- He may take twenty years to pay it
The easiest way Is the right
Is going the off, and there Is no falling due of the
treatment
that
criticism
verse
in
you get will do
shown
had
which
they
effrontery
to Increased .sales and betway
anyone good, and the train
daring to put a great policy of the rounds of the press of the traveling note, or renewal charges.
ter service to the public.
he
that
evidence
some
loan
associations
should
be
Farm
state
is
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the
before
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into
government
service and the round-trihas been doing something at any organized only under proper regula.
world.
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be
the
should
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rate
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They
purely
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It is not only the public positions
tive.
more
once
like
associathe
to
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Baltimore
cause
them
and
operative
We have
that folks get the
ton tion mentioned.
And the Idea should
New Mexican Want Ada. alway3
all of us seen those in the common that Is those capable of blushing-Claybe advertised. Very few farm finance
Citizen.
bring results. Trr It
walks of life do the same thing when
Fagwood Hot Springs Co.
writers have any knowledge of this
they had as little cause to show it ai
New Mexican Want Ads. always
of Ohio
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New Mexican Want Ads alwayi successful system
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bring results. Try It
the instance of the dinner and the brlnr result. Try it
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Have them add a little to it at regular Intervals and by next
Christmas they will have saved a snug little sum and learned the
"Habit of Saving."
Why not take one of our Time Certificates and present it to some
one worthy of such a gift? That would be a gift worth while and on:
that is sure to be appreciated.
We take great pleasure in assuring our patrons of our sincere appreciation for the business with which they have favored us during
the year now closing. The bank also extends its customers and the
public greetings and best wishes for a joyous Christmas and Happy

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all outdoor sports.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by null
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weekly, per year

26, 1913.
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earth
nonsense, and you know it. Why. this year old mother
yielded'up in the Tnited Stales, by the tilings she allowed to grow, enough
and minerals dug or
to give every family $450. to say nothing of the gems
wealth made in this country m
If
the
labor.
by
into
then,
values
put
the
into every stocking enough
1Q13 were evened up, Santa Clans could have put
111 1, without having to take a penny
in
comfort
during
owner
the
to keep
before.
from the wealth accumulated during all the years at this minute
There Un t a thing the matter with 1'ncle Sam
and the danger before
traceable to standpat delay in meeting known abuses;
that he may not be
the
in
but
possibility
meet
to
them,
Wilson isn't in trying
enough.
aole to fccl dC'!on fi'itck'v
and bare backs a?
It's dangeroua b.ibineKs, banking on empty stomachs
More so now than ever before,
Smoot ought to know if he has read history.
what.
since folks learn easily and rapidly what's
undertake to do any placard
We venture the guess that if Smoot should
exultant mood of his Washington outcosting on Idle factory doors In the
be votes, but most likely rotten eggs, wilh
burst, what he would get wouldn't
measure.
raavb'e
for
two
good
or
brick
a
"
if you
public
So, soft pedal that line of prophecy, senator,
loaded.
it's
Believe
us,
life.
.
aids diphtheria, but you can't stop
that
kissing
says
Some big authority
man would take the chances of a
Any
like
that.
a
thing
kissing by springing
was worth while.
that
kiss
a
for
little trouble like diphtheria
not been so much of a
That water famine in the city of Cincinnati has
The only thing
Milwaukee.
in
be
would
it
than
more
cause of worry, any
out of a fire.
that is disturbing in the matter Is the possible breaking
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seenTto think that the tango dance affects the heart.
Some physicians
WellTcome to think of it. there does seem to be a sort of heart to heart movement about it.
a national bird than the eagle.
The hen is really getting to be more of
time and is much more
of
the
at
more
present
is
thought
she
being
At least
in demand.
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to Otto Johnson was probably
'$l.")d, but it was from the blood stains
left on some valuable dry Roods tliat
the damages occurred.
They bad
hidden part of the plunder at the fair!

PAGE

;! hating ilsi-from the lowest to the
highest, winning !(
highest
(I'grro his eoiiniry could offer
iiiini conipar.'itivcly early iu life.

(done

grounds and part under Otto Johnson's
warehouse.
From Eklund's basement they took
21 quarts of whiskey which is probab- ly the reason they were captured. One
became too di'tiiik to nuvifcale ami the,
other two were tipsy as Lorenzo Over-'bay fell from the upstairs railing at
Otio Johnson's onto a showcase and
jcut his face very badly. He bled very
freely and mined Beverul very handsome gowns by wiping his face on '
hhein. They took some canned Roods
;and crackers into Mr. Johnson's priv-- j
'ate office and bad u luncheon all to
themselves. They were fully armed
and had Mr. Johnson pone to the store
by any chance he would very probably
have been killed. Clayton Citizen.

schol-lusii-

YOUTH
TO
KEEP
wrinkles and "crow's
to
and
Dr.

j

-

No Night

Too Dark
for the Rayo
Doing chores at night is
easy if you havea reliable
lantern. The RAYO doesn't sputter, sneeze and go out just ivhen you need it.
Your best friend
after dark. The RAYO is safe, handy and built to
last. At dealers everywhere.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(incorporated In Colorado i
Paabla
Boise
Untie
Dmw
Silt Uke City
Cheyenne
AlbaqKrqW

i

Pierce's

Give it a fair trial for banishing1 those distressing pains or
drains on one's vitality. This prescription of Dr. Pierce's regulates all the
womanly functions. It eradicates and destroys "Female Complaints" and
weaknesses that make women miserable and o!J before their time. Every girl
needs it before womanhood. Every mother needs it. It is an invigorating tonis
for the female system. All medicine dealers have sold it with satisfaction, to
customers for the pat 40 years. It i3 now obtainable in liquid or tablet form (.'HAS.
at drug stores or send BO
stamps for trial box, to lt.V. Pierce, Buffalo.
one-ce-

DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PFIAETS
regulate and Invigorate stomach, liv x and bowels.
Sugar coated, tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
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:

Hall
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K. If. P. M L.
E. LIXXKV.

M.

V.

Secn.nry.

Santa Fe Chapter Xo.
second
convocation
Monday of eaeh month
tit. .Masonic Hall at 7:"0

:!

in 1!7!I

jAin

FOli KKXT ID room house opposite Flks opera house. Bath electric
lights and range. 0. C. Watson & Co.

MASONIC
'.Montezuma
Lodge.
No. 3. A. F. & A. M.
yoii RENT Three or six roomn
Cormmini- - hi. use, furnished or unfurnished.
Uegular
first Monday ply U. S. Lowltzki, "2fi Pun Francisco,
of each month at

FAVORITE PEEESCMPTON,

ELECTRIC LINE
22 SHOT IN SEAT
LOOKS FAUORABLE
OF HIS TROUBLE

e

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

eyes-not- hing

is as good as

j

j

prevent

beauty

feet" and deep black circles under the
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PUBNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
LIC SALE OF STATE TIMBER.
Santa Fe, X. M., Xnv. 12, 19i:L
Xoliie is hereby given
that, pursuant to the provisions of an act of

congress approved June

L'",

1910,

the

Maws of the slate of Xew Mexico and
the rules and regulations of the sta'e
land oliice, the Commissioner of Tubl'io
p. in.
Lands will offer at public sale, to the
.1. A. MASSIF,
highest bidder, at in o'clock a. ji. on
H. P, Wednesday, the i; Sit ti day of ji..,u.ff y,
lil'lt SKLKI.MAN
1!M4, in the town of Tierra Amarilla,
Secretary.
county of liio Arriba, in front of the
Fe
Santa
Conimandery court house therein, the matured timMtfcyrt
Xo. 1, K. T. Kegular ber on the lands
viz:

Forecast.
For Santa I'V and vicinity: Partly!
cloudy tonight probably light snow;
f&WVfe
Cloudcroft, X. M., Den. 2ii Cloud-crofdescribed,
2t!.
When a Saturday partly cloudy, but generally
Pa.,
Dec,
ScHnsgrove,
JfliWjJLifcr onclavo fourth Moil- was visited by the heaviest snow
Sections id arid "2, Township :!1
man was not found in his fair and colder.
prominent
''''eh
month at! .North of
of the winter Saturday night and Sunlinage l Fast, Section '.'",
Por New .Mexico: Tonight and Sataccustomed place in church at Krat-- i
ggaf Masonic Jllall at 7:::0 Township ,'12 North of ltaiige 1 Fust,
day. It began to snow about 9:!rt p.
two miles from here, last Sun- unlay generally cloudy probably local
zerville,
p. in.
in. accompanied by a
Section IM, Township "2 .North of
heavy wind.
revealed that he was snow, wanner in east portion tonight,
WKSLTTT (). CONXOIt, Jr., 10. C.
This continued through the night and day, inquiry
West and Section 2, Township
Mange
thena
of
of
brand
peculiar
Conditions,
W. E. GRIFFIX, Recorder.
all day Sunday. Monday morning was suffering
ni .North of Range l West, X. M. P.
matism which made it uncomfortable
1()W
of
Yf;.
Cenivra
lire
,.,rameter
sun
with
out for him to assume a
to the following terms mi.
clear and warm
the
Santa re Lodge ol Per-- M., subject
.,..,,. ,,
sitting posture.
fmm ,1)n a.. It
bl ight. The snow ts now about 12
the ailment became so irri-- Lake basin and the Canadian northfection Xo., 1, 14th do-- ; conditions
fering $12..j( an acre cash rent. Messre.
Physician Injured.
Today
Such matured timber shall be ,mt
Ur. M. M. Thompson of Logan, was Culp and Wieman to take a big inter inches deep.
gree. Ancient and Ac-- ,
iaimg mat me vinim ueemeu to
west , while higher barometer prevails
Mr. and .Mrs. Thos. Daniel gave an suit a
brought to this city Thursday to re- est in the new company.
oepted Scottish Lite of less than twelve inches in diameter
,
physician, who removed twenty-- on ,he
M
n cOIldilKiBS
jn
ceive medical attention. Dr. Thompson
one mru snot irom tne sea,
As cantaloiiDes. when nrouorlv tak entertainment at the school house
Masonry meets on side of the bark, three feet from the
jg ,)rescnt especially from the Kockies
was suffering from a broken oollar- - en care of, have
of each month at bolt. The price offered shall be on
the
third
from $125 j Saturday night that was well attend
Monday
produced
oc
and
westward,
precipitation has
bone and other minor injuries, the re- - i to
an aPre the nast two vears e1 an(I it"1"'! enjoyed
Investigation reveals that John A. enrred over the Pacific coast states, 7:30 o'clock in the evening in the. Xew the stumpage basis toand the successful
unit nf heiiiD...
. ...o thrnun
- the- hsieL-r.- . HrP set iriH ici mm no reason vnv mu
Dr. L, K. Warren, who has been con Herman, a farmer two miles west of the
pay for the emVisiting Scottish Kite bidder shall agree
Salt Lake basin and the western Cathedral.
f a, bttcking broncho, which he was
to attend. ployment of a scaler during the time
are
Masons
invited
cordially
money will not be made by this com- fined to his bed several days on ac- Kratzerville, had been missing corn Oione ot ,1,,, um-kmonntaius. Ternsaid timber Is being cut. MeasureF. C. AIlliOTT, ;!2f.
rying to break to ride. The animal pany, especially so, in view of the count of sickness was back iu his of from his crib for some time. Kecent- peratures are generally higher and!
tad been used by the doctor for sev- fact that
Venerable Master ment to he made at the time of cutfice
a
will
en-cut
to
a
ne
Monday.
tne
expenses
in
they
tmvllv
moderate.
arranged
,iy
Conditions
snoigun
favor
eral weeks as a driving horse, but it minimum by
('HAS. A. WHKIOLOX. See'y.
Florence Abel, who is intending trance of his barn iu such a manner
ting and payments to be made the
doing all the work of
cloudy and unsettled weather with;
was desired by the owner that he
state land office from time to time
in that it would be discharged when the
growing the melons, picking and pack- school at Alamogordo arrived
:
B110w
Satur
li(.nt
probnbly
tonight
B. P. O. E.
would be available also for riding. No
in accordance with measurements as
the door of the corn crib nearby was open- dlly a,.tly cloudy, but geuerallv fait'
ing them, and possibly, marketing Cloudcroft Saturday to spend
Santa Fe Iodge Xo. made by said scaler. Said scaler to
serious results are anticipated from them, under one management. Ft Christmas
holidays with her parents, ed.
and
colder.
somewhat
K. be
B. P. 0.
Hid,
the injuries. Tucumcari Xews.
Mr. and Mrs. W. It. Abel.
Sumner Review,
employed by the state land office
Last Thursday the gun was found
holds
its regular but Payment therefor to be made by
the courtesy of the El empty and the lock on the corn crib
Through
session on the sec- i,)p gHCCPKSf bidder,
Looked Auspicious.
Paso & Southwestern system and the door broken.
CHINA'S GREATEST
Heavy Cream Shipments.
fourth
unit
and
Three cowboys from around Engle,
No price 0I. bfj wil, ,)e accepted for
of the Artesia Cloudcroft directory the use of the paManager
Shouse,
"MAN OF LETTERS."
and a man whose name is supposed to cream
Wednesday of each;lss ,han Uvo dollars ($2.00) per one
cream ship- vilion has been secured by Cloudcroft-erthat
says
depot,
V i s i t ng
month.
be Thomas, in the employ of the
,t.nnKqn.i ,f f i,rin,.,i mrasllrp Ktnmn- for two dances during the holiments have been increasing the past
brothers are invit- .age basis, the suecessfii bidder also
Santa Fe, as section foreman, are ac- few
and the price of butter-fa- t
days.
weeks,
ed and welcome.
cused before Justice Casey at the
agreeing to pay the expense of scaler.
Monroe JSrantley and W. Frizzell
seems to be coming up proportionatelHODWAIil) P. DAVIES.
The forecast of fair and pleasant
Dam for having in their charge some
as herein specified, the costs of
were
in
Cloudcroft.
this
route
en
cents
the
is
price paid
Sunday
Exulted
meat said to amount to four quarters y. Thirty
for
WilS
Ruler,
weather
Christmas
another
and advertising and liold-- ,
week. The checks received by farm- - to La Luz.
'
E.
C.
Hl'UKF.
case of "dreams come true" yesterday,
of a beef. It appears that one of the
and such other expense
said
sale
ing
to
ers the past two weeks amounted
J. Emmett Gregg, Otero county for where in the world could there
men offered the meat to some parSecretary. as may be connected therewith. The.
is a much poorer show-- commissioner was in Cloudcroft Satur
This
$125.9(1.
...
....
,.;
,
n
nt
n
tite,
have been a liner day?
successful bidder shall make a rleposit
.. 'us- of c0"rse tIlan 8llould reasonably day en route to his home near Cloud,r r
.., t
Fe
Santa
Camp
aB uoi.
The temperature ranged from ti to
the time of the sale of net less
" be ex cted but , accouI1ted for croft from Alamogordo.
jat
A.
W.
M.
l:IMI,
should be in the ma ter, so that an in- :ll degrees and the average relative'
than $1,000.00 to pay for such ex
b the unnBuaUy lligh priCe
somewhut
meets first Monday
Scott It. Williams, secretary of the humidity was 01 per cent. It was
vestigat.on was made w th he result
penses, pay tor timber, etc., and such
a,falfa
geon
of each month, odd amounts so
Business Men's association was advis- clear and crisi) in the early inoniiim
inL me men are ueiote .justice vasey. ' farmers who lack experience
paid shall be forfeited to
in
dairy-ed Monday morning by J. C. Jones, of wltll tlle ,owest
The beef is supposed to have belonged
""""
the state if the successful bidder fails
temperature of the:
their
about
hesitated
have
eling
feeding
v,
mug neighbors
to Mr. Warren as it is said that it
that he had just received sp.,son,. aef,rees llbove ze!.0 ilt 7:2r,
..,,
to cows at this time. believing Alamogordo, P
come.
r Cnrrnll of 8 nrt HIT
come from the grant at Engle.-borIlills- hay
""
within thirty days ttftr
'
the!
that tbev would he better liald bv
A. V,. WHITTI10I1, Consul.
Free Pres.
!
received bv- him said c,
s be
shipping the product in bales. A few
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.
Clerk.
A. E. P. HOIS1XSO.N,
j
,.
day.
of them have found out differently,
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of
Shipping Rabbits.
said t:
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F, W. FARMER
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payment of the expensf
on a larger scale.
.
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flure
Homestead
nig a source oi revenue ior tne tannthe small increase is en- Brother that said successful bit
ers of the county. A report from En- Anyway,
hood of Amer- such additional amount
dee says that 3500 of these pests are
land office as shall be
ican Yoemen.
business and
being shipped weekly from that place
,
pay for the cutting of
M e e t s
second
at
'S
o markets in he north and east. Mr.
fo1' b' tl,p Bta,tnd fourth
ever
but
has
was
prosperity
Edwards is shipping from here and re- 0 n(1' conditions, o
days of each s"etl
month at t h e ervations and terms as
oisc. CHANG YUAN CHI (Y. C. CHANG).
by law.
Firemen's Hall.
ot the tracts as
Lach
R.
ii
is
h.
Chi
Yuan
the
Forenian,
pub-flaca,
greutest.
Chang
nc-- ,
in will be offered separti
Cor. Sec. David (ionzalos
lisher In China. He controls the lit-- '
10;
missioner of Public L
of the biggest pub-- i
leua, entry department
agent holding such sale
cordially invited.
house iu Asia. Chang, who has
lishing
on
seemin
and
the
been
going
city
the work. It is said that a great deal
Knights are most right to reject any an
several years abroad, lias had a
14; spent
of the meat is used for canning and ed impossible to find the thieves oi
All visiting said sale. Possession in
career which is the envy of every
trace
"murder
will;
of
but
any
.uke.
them,
for manufacturing
into elaborate
tion sale will be given i
Kaune's store.
Chinaman. His father had been a dis-- !
it
when
and
SO;
morning
out,"
yesterday
dishes for the epicure's table. Tuo v c r tracts referred to shall have been signP. H a
official iu the Cheklang
tinguished
was
Otto
21
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that
discovered
it
and
imiewhose
value
Willistoti.
Touopali,
yet undeveloped
h
14;
cumcari X'ews.
Meeting in K. of ed, and scaler duly appointed and arprovince, and Chang early in life
had been is almost impossible to estimate.
big dry goods department
mucca, as.
rives on the ground.
o'clock p. m.
showed that he would be a man of
broken into and the thieves had
Local Data.
Witness my hand and the official
the month at S
New Company Formed.
1'l,r.
l.: i
tt.....
lr.ttr.c
, n cur,.l...l
in
j
nil
ni.
uwin
left their trace
over the entire
imtir
)
Ugliest temperature this date lHHt deKreeB in China-- or
Fourth Friday n" seal of the state land office, this 12th
J. J. Wieman is forming a new store, they were easily captured. The MAN DONS SKIRTS
were
there
be
ai, .h, lowest, TO.
every Second and day of November, lfii;5.
fore the old style examination was
company to put in 200 acres of canta first attempt they made was on Barn- MILK NEW COW Extreme this date, tl years record, abolished-aTO
ROBERT P. ERV1EN.
meets (SEAL.)
nd
he
has
the
loupes next season to be grown, pick- hart's Jewelry
distinction
mid
Palmer
Pythias
store,
Commissioner of Public Lands.
Santa Fe Lodge
ed and packed under one manage- Wherritts came next, then Hob IsNo. 2, Knights of
Ry MATEO UMAX, Assistant
ment.
AVinsted, Conn., Dec. 20. Misses
aacs Hardware Store and last Otto
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C
It is the intention to take a lease Johnson and Carl Eklund, from all Jennie and Alice Case and their moth
IN MEMORY
OF DEAD WIFE, A. P.FINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
on the
Manzanares place, which of which places they took a lot of er conduct u dairy farm in Xorth Can- - MILLIONAIRE,
It will not pay job to waste your
changed ownership this week, if it can things but nothing in money that itou and do all the work on the place.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. time writing out your legal forms
be obtained, for a term of years, of- - amounted to any sum. The
damage Frank Stoddard, of WestIt Simbury,
ADOPTS
A DOORSTEP WAIF.
Lodge Xo. 2r,S, holds it regular when you can get thnra already printmas dark
bought a cow from them.
meeting on the first Thursday of each ed at the Nw Mexican Printing
when he led his purchase to his farm.
month at Firemen's hall at 7:.'!0 p. m. Company.
Man Who Took Millions From Aias-NOW WE HAUE IT AND THEN WE DON'T
kan Mines Will Raise Child Left on
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
His Doorstep.
bolted, jumped a stone wall and dis
THAT ALASKAN PORT DAME NATURE'S
HE.VITO ALARID, President.
appeared.
Oakland, Calif., Dec. 24. This is the
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Stoddard recalled that the Case sis story of "Little Hill" and the
LIL'JOKE.
practical
ters had milked the same cow for
ODD FELLOWS,
of a millionaire.
New Mexican
Want Ads. always
'several years without difficulty. Then philanthrophy
WU- Xo. 2, I. O. O. F.
i
millionaire is
Ving results. Try It.
the thought came to him that men nev- - Howard pniianinropic
Santa Fe Lodge
Hamilton Hart, who struck it
er worked around the cows on the
meets
rich in the Klondike, during the early
regularly
Case farm. He returned to the house,
'ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
days of the Alaskan rush, and now
put on clothes of his wife and sought owns a
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
magnificent villa on the
the cow. At sight of the petticoats she
s always welcome.
here.
became docile and permitted herself heights
II I I TTITf Tff rf
TI I I
Hart is a direct actionisl In philan- to be milked. "I kind of admire the
K. OF C.
cow
sticks to her old hab
way that
Fe Council
Santa
1
its," said Stoddard today, "but
No. 1707, Knights of
hope this skirt habit doesn't grow on
Columbus.
Reg ti a r
me.
meeting the second
and fourth Mondays
of each month at the
&
R'Y
A.
iDEADWOOD COACH
K of C. Hall.
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SOLD AT AUCTION

EDWARD

Philadelphia, Dec, 26. Relic of the
pioneer days of the west, the famous
"deadwood" stage coach, which
in thrilling encounters with
on the frontier and later lent
color to the sham battles staged by
the venerable Buffalo Bill, Is to be
sold at auction.
It is one of the remaining assets in
this jurisdiction of the bankrupt Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Bill show. Judge
Thompson in the United States district court, authorized Paul C. Hamlin,
auxiliary received, to sell it.
With it will be sold three buffalos,
an engine and an oxcart. The buffaloes, stage coach and other property
are on the farm of Thomas A. Smith
at Tullytown, Pa.
Besides being exhibited before hun- throphy. Little Bill, and Howard and
dreds of thousands in this country, Ortha, three orphans, adopted memthe old coach was taken on a trip to bers of the Hart household, testify
GRAND PACIFIC GLACIER, YAKUT AT BAY, ALASKA.
Europe when Buffalo Bill toured that to this. Howard and Ortha are eight
Yakutat Bay, Alaska, Dec. 26. Na- that year it retreated one mile and continent.
and seven, respectively.
ture is playing her biggest Joke on went back so far that it crossed the
Little Bill is the third charity baby.
two world powers through the me- boundary and gave Canada a port.
Now a little more than a year old, he
dium of a big Ice glacier. Although And the Canadians were
jubilant!
was abandoned on the Hart doorstep.
the spirit of the treaty of 1S94 between
A little more snow fell last
But!
was pinned to his white wool-discharges!1 Aen note
the United States and England was winter in the interior and now the
dress. It read, "My name is Bill."
RELIEVED IN
that Canada should have no harbor glacier has started in the other direcLittle Bill arrived just after Mrs.
through Alaskan waters, the Grand tion. Since Auglst, 1912,
HOURS! Hart had died. She had been ber hus- has ad'Pacific glacier, which had retreated vanced
s
of a mile or
Kach Can- S 3 band's comrade for twenty years. She
JL, 60 miles in lis years on account of over 4000 feet and is now on the
bear.fMinVlj
had "mushed" across
the frozen
i
the nanu'Kreiuer melting in summer man freez American side of the line and Canada
of the north and had driven
Betoarevf ttumttrftitt J
ing in winter, retreated 12 miles from has been cheated opt pf her lltti
the shaggy malamutes and undergone
AM. URl'UlilMTS
1S94 to 1912. From June to August of i port.
the hardships of trail and mountain
I
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
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TIME TABLE
To Be Effective;December

7, 19H.

Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.
Leave

m.

oh

LJl

"Little Bill.? who was left a waif
on the doorstep of the Hart mansion
and Howard Hamilton Hart, the mil-

EDWARD

P. DAVIES

City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building
Rooms
Santa Fe Xew Mexico.
17-1-

3 carries passengers to Albu
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train 'or Clovls and Pecos Va'-le- y
points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p.
No.

lionaire miner who took Little Bill ir,
and is raising tw? ether orphans In
memory of his dead wife who helped Chas F. Easley,
Chas Ft. Easley
him build ui) his fa. t. ire.
EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneysat-Laand sio has been the Inspiration in
Tiactice in tho Courts and before
adopting Howard and Ortha, found- Land
Department.
m.
lings.
Land Grants and Titles examined.
"Poor litle fellow, we will call him Santa Fe, N. M., branch office, Estan-cia- , Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
Little Bill," said Hart, when the butler
nect with No. 7 westbound carN. M.
placed the child before him. Little
rying El Paso sleper; also No.
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 takes pasBill had found a home.
There is a
GEO. W. PRICHARD
wonderful children's playroom in the
sengers for Chicago and Kansas
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Hart mansion rocking horses, build
City Daily and for Denver
Practices in all the District Courts
and Saturdays.
'ng blocks, picture books, a sand box and gives special attention to casses
and a swing, and cleverly constructed before the State Supreme Court
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
cats and dogs and ponies. Everything Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe. N. M.
m.
tnat a baby's heart desires.
Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
DR. W. HUME BROWN .. .
The mother of Little Bill has not
No. 9. westbound.
Dentist.
forgotten him nor the kindenss of the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
An anonymous letter
millionaire.
Over Spitz Jewlery Store.
m.
came to Hart from the unknown
Rooms 1, 2, and 3.
ent.
Phone Red 6.
PASSENGER DEPOT PHONE 42 W.
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 5. p. m.
"Thank you and God bless you for
And by Appointment
caring for Little Bill,'' it said.
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P. DAVIES,

Grand Knight.
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.

S. F.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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HATS

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS,
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
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Mien Iiety
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A MERRY

Tax Rolls Go Back.. ;v ; .
The tax rolls of Curry county were
sent back totlav for a number of ror-rectione, which had been found in
them by the traveling auditor.
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ITUh' Handsome

XMAS

Plumes;

hTcTyONTZ, JEWELER,

Ostrich, which will make an ele- Rani gin; also many umei
iles I carry will make Xmas gifts

Resolved to Citizenship.
Elza White, sentenced from Chaves
comity in December, 1910, for the larStale Aid Asked.
cony or n Horse, naving sorveo ins
( AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
A request for state aid has been retime and been released, has been redestored to citizenship by Governor Mc- - ceived by the state educational
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
'
partment from school district No.
Donald.
in Curry county. The request is for
No-JIS.i for finishing a school house.
Admitted to New Mexico.
No. 4
4
wright & Bro., and Leo Hereon for
The Congregational Educational so-which helped to make iho
donations
Postmaster at Taos.
'.'
ciety has been admitted to New Mex-; .';
dinner a' success.
;
L. I'asqiml Martinez, formerly score- ico. J. H. Heald. of Albuquerque, is
H.
to
H.
char
first
was
rergusbou,
The
tary
Congressman
the agent.
society
has been named as postmaster for
tered in Massachusetts in ISlfi.
W
S
5
Taos, according to word received here.
w
a
Regarding the Duck Season.
Goes to Chicago,
New York, Dec. 26. The varied de-- j
Ammunition dealers all over the
.
of El Paso, quite
Fox
state
the
Eugene
game
been
have
siate
asking
s!
mand of the early market carried
for information regarding the nently known in railroad circles in many stocks to new high levels for
a
Christmas
federal law ap- New Mexico, received
the upward movement although rfealiz- w duel; season. If the
in the shape' of an appoint-heavilplied they would not stock up so present
the list to fall
traitic lug sales later caused
'si
.....
!ANTA FF N M ?
with ammunition, but if the meat to be assistant general South-usuair
recession did not undermine
the
back,
state law applied, they would get their manager for the El Paso and
the confident feeling which Jias
at
supply. The position of the western, with headquarters
grown up in the last week.
was
stat-!
He
freight
general
formerly
cago.
well
is
very
game warden
markets were still closed
,) l
the fnllnwlne circular letter and passenger agent at El Paso for forEuropean
the holidays, so that there was no
same
the
line.
which is being sent out:
further foreign liquidation.
Reading
I am sending you today under sepaonce more led Ihe market, being inNew Incorporation.
the
a
rate cover, pamphlet concerning
fluenced by reiteration of reports that
Incorporation papers have been Hied
new federal migratory bird regulawith the state corporation commission a segregation plan was under considerI
advise
tions. In this connection,
as a result of negotiations with
by the Riverdale Farms company of ation
Missouri
Pacific,
you that the state game laws ofi such Socorro.
H. O. Bursum is the agent! the government.
migratory birds as snipe,- curlew, for the new company. The capital Canadian Pacitic and .ortoiK, ana
4fk.."s. 1 'S. Tb Til.
rwily ; 'A
n
......
n
,
,
.wm! Western showed further heaviness,
AMAaA
plover and ducks, will still govern;
the open season on these birds in the sllareg
pr. o. Bursum, 498 shares; A. but. copper shares moved up briskly
e improvement,
state, being from September 1st to R. llurkdoll, 1 share; G. R. Burkdoll.
prices
March 31st of each year. All other 1 share, all of Socorro, are the incor- - U'ere a,ld abroad.
were
of
'Bonds
firm,
geese,
birds,
migratory
species
porators.
brant, swans, cranes, etc., not mengave another up- buying
Speculative
tioned in the state game laws, but reward swing, to quotations with the deGame Law ; Violated.
ferred to in the federal regulations,
stocks expanding
Two game laws violators have been mand for
will he subject to these regulations. arrested in Dona Ana
county and greatly. The local traction, Goodrich
IT.
S.
As to the manner in which the
fined, according to the report received and Rumley shares all showed decided
depatment of agriculture will enforce at the Btate game warden's office. The strength.
these regulations, "we have not yet alleged violations occurred in La Un- Publication of unfavorable Xovembeen advised, but as soon as the infor-- i iou precinct. Auiceto Acosta and W. ber railroad reports and heavy realizmation is furnished, it will be prompt-!- H. Ezell were the offenders. The last ing in Reading, caused prices to sag
published.
named was a
Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE
They were again in
Reading advance was cancelled and gains elseshrewd buyer; you will make no
STORE." Santa Claus is
Jiunting without licenses.
Allowed.
Reasonable
Time
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the folwhere were largely out into.
Dr. C. J. Amble, of Manzano, treas-First for 1914.
lowing:
The market closed steady. Fitful
No.
license for 1014 in the state rallies did not carry far, owing to the
urer of Torrance county, w ho was
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS, PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
here yesterday, said that he is ool-- j game warden's department has been pressure on Reading after an official
AND TABLE
TEA
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND
SPOONS
looting taxes minus the penalty under issued to Joseph Eldodt of Chamita. denial that a segregation plan was conCOASTER
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
ofja inling handed down last week by who remitted direct to the head
templated. New Haven made a spurt
EQUIPMENT, BOY'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
Judge E. h. Medler, presiding over fice, his $1..r0 for a general hunting above 75 later, and the general market
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
the district court at Estancia, says the license.
became steadier.
RIFLES.
Albuquerque Journal.
And many other things in the Hardware line appropriate for ChristChristmas at the Pen.
The traveling auditor directed that
j
HAGADORN COURT
mas presents.
the treasurer must charge penalty fori Christmas day at the Penitentiary j
MARTIAL TO REPORT.
taxes not paid beiore December 1, out was a gala day to the inmates One
was
to
Hie
before
of
were
the
unable
features
turkey
pay
big
taxpayers
New York, N. Y., Dec. 26. The
that date owing to the fact that the dinner. There was roast turkey in
court martial which waj called by
over
not
followed
the
with
all
assessor had
turned the rolls
fixings,
plenty
chief of the
to him, according to Dr. Amble. The by mince pie. fruits of all kinds and Major General Wood,
treasurer was doubtful whether to candy, with a cigar around to iop off general staff, to try Major Charles B.
of the
charge taxpayers penalty for delin- en. following the dinner, and com- Hagardorn, military attache
quency that really was not their fault, mencing at 1:3ft, there was a- three-ree- l American embassy in St. Petersburg,
and Judge Medler's order gave him
picture, show which delighted ihe for disobedience of orders, has filed
audience. The management extends its findings with Major General Thos.
authority not to impose the penalty.
To decide this question the Estancia thanks to the Modern Grocovy, H. S. H. Barry. The verdict will be made
Savings bank, after Dr. Amble had Kaune & Co., Andrews, H. 1!. Cavt- public today, It is believed.

Wishing You

1913.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

-

MISSA.MUGLER

-

HOLIDAY VALUES

j

Phone

26,

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone-Stei- ns,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

BEAUTIFUL SCARP VEILS,
NOVELTY RIBBON PIECES,

f.f11U. tvi'lllll.
In doing so, according
ed the writ'.
10 Dr. Amble. .Indue Medlcr Plated lie
based liis decision on equity.
,

DECEMBER

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

A Fine Christmas Gift!

reiustcd to accept its tastes without the
penalty, asked lor a writ of mandamns, December IT, to
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SPECIAL SALE

j

promi-warde-

The Clarendon Garden,
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Monday, Tuesday and
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BRAKE-GUARAN-

,

Wednesday,

25

Reduction

On our entire stock of Neckties, Silk Scarfs, Combina-

tion Sets, Traveling Sets,
Military Brush Sets and Collar Bags; also a very fine
line of Bath Robes, Sweaters,
Mackinaws and Overcoats

are included in this Big

Sav-

ing Event at

j

The Reliable Hardware Store.

t

MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT'S

j

Catron Block, Santa Fe,

N.

1W.

-

UIerry Xmas and

w

Happy New Year 1

i

ITH THE DAWN OF XMAS
MORNING, NINETEEN
AND THIRTEEN
HUN-HUNDRE- D

YEARS AGO, came the world's most sacred
holiday-th-

e

Day of Cheer and Goodness!

More than nineteen hundred years ago was

born the babe that first brought that Infinite
and Cherished Goodness, and it is His birth
we celebrate. So, on this wonderful day,
we take the opportunity to greet our many
friends, wishing them a

(9

MERRY XMAS AND A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW
WjaMfel
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THE HOMEOF HART SCKAFFNER

"THE HUB."

a MARX
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THE BIG STORE
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N. SALMON
SANTA FE.

